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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In this deliverable, we define the term “Hybrid Risk Metrics” and describe their theoretical background. To
this end, a strictly mathematical approach is used, building on game-theoretic models and statistical
methodologies. The main goal is to find an optimal protection against an a-priori defined set of attack
scenarios, but without making any assumptions on the attacker behaviour or the current situation.
Moreover, the mathematical framework defined in this deliverable seeks and optimal behaviour against
any possible adversarial behaviour (as long as it ranges within a known set of actions), i.e. to master the
worst case scenario. This so-called “minimax decision making” appears to be very well suited for risk
management where data may be unavailable, not trustworthy, inaccurate or even inconsistent.
When looking at critical infrastructures or utility providers, the implicit assumption of actions leading to
deterministic consequences is often violated. In many cases, the actions taken by the operator of a critical
infrastructure have uncertain consequences due to external influences beyond the attacker’s behaviour,
thus making the risk control intrinsically random. In HyRiM, we even go beyond stochastic control here,
since we cannot assume Bayesian updating (as the necessary volume of data would call for many security
incidents, which we exactly seek to avoid) and the deterministic part of the system dynamics may not even
be expressible in closed form. Thus, we essentially shape the random outcome distributions rather than
optimizing an expected value from them. This makes the application of game theoretic models quite
involved, since the utility functions are probability-distribution-valued. To tackle this problem, a new kind
of game in which uncertainty is the payoff function rather than just a property of it (as would be the usual
approach). Based on that, a framework is presented to compute risk assurances on games with probability
distributions as payoffs.
Another central concern of network operators covered in this deliverable is that an incident affects a
significant part of the network and thus may yield to a complete breakdown. To estimate the probability of
that happening, percolation theory is used. Using this mathematical framework, it can be modelled how a
failure of either a node or an edge will affect the rest of the network. The developed model needs only two
basic inputs, i.e. the topology of the network and the chances of failure of its components, making it very
general and easily applicable in different fields.
The deliverable consists of two main papers, the first on “Game-Theoretic Risk Management” and the
second on “Error propagation through a network with non-uniform failure”. Part 1 of “Game-Theoretic Risk
Management”, named “Security Strategies in Non-Deterministic Games” has already been published at
http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.07368 and Part 2 named “Algorithms” is also available at
http://arxiv.org/abs/1511.08591. The second paper “Error propagation through a network with nonuniform failure” can be found at http://arxiv.org/abs/1604.03558. Additionally, we will provide an example
in the beginning of the deliverable, motivating the application of game-theoretic algorithms for risk
management. A concluding example at the end of the deliverable will demonstrate the application of the
developed game-theoretic approach.
Thus, the deliverable itself is a compilation of these different parts.
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A. MOTIVATION
A core difficulty of managing risks is the inherent uncertainty and fuzziness of the information that is
available to a risk manager. For example, looking at surveillance, this can be done at different locations and
at different levels of granularity and variable rates (hourly, every two hours, every six hours, etc.).
Combining the multiplicity of potential sources then usually leads to a detailed and for that reason also
difficult picture to manage towards risk minimization. For example, incorporating surveillance data in a risk
management process is mostly a matter of collecting data for reactive actions, which eventually even
implies a good preventive risk management, since intrusions are less likely if they are going to be detected
with a high probability.
Following this scenario, given a surveillance system at hand, an immediate question is concerned with how
to configure it properly, where to place the surveillance equipment, which data to collect and how often,
etc. Assuming that every such choice is among finitely many alternatives only, we can rephrase the issue as
a (simple) optimization problem. Let us illustrate one such optimization instance using an example of
security staff guarding the premises of a utility provider.

A.1

Context Description

Assume that the architecture of the building under surveillance or the general premises are known, and
that a collection of possible ways that a security person can take along repeated tours is given, which
covers the entirety of the premises. Certainly, it would not be advisable to take tours on fixed routes and at
fixed times, since such information can be obtained by an attacker, who then instantly knows where and
when to sneak into the infrastructure. Conversely, taking rounds on random routes and at random times
creates sort of a “moving obstacle defence”, since the intruder is confronted with additional uncertainty.
Such optimization necessarily relies on a measure of quality for the different defensive strategies we could
take.
Continuing the example, the security person may have better chances to catch an intruder on some routes,
and worse chances on others. It is a simple (yet not necessarily easy) task to simulate various ways into the
system relative to the routes that the security staff takes. Such a simulation would start from a given route
at a given time, and could output “catch” or “miss” of a simulated intruder that starts at the defined time
over the chosen way into the infrastructure. Varying the tour times and attack times delivers a relative
frequency of successes or failures of a candidate route for (manual) surveillance, and as such is already a
measure of risk. The best route (or optimally random choice of routes) would be discovered by looking for
the route or selection of routes that achieve the greatest likelihood to catch an intruder. Similar
optimizations can be set up for the optimal placement of cameras, the optimal sampling rate from sensors,
and other of the aforementioned different surveillance techniques.
So far, based on simulations of different setups for a surveillance system, we may be able to identify a
single optimal configuration among many different architectures of a surveillance system. However, there
is at least the trade-off between data quality and data privacy, which extends the previous optimizations
towards a multi-goal problem towards an optimal balance between all relevant aspects. For example, the
granularity or frequency at which data is collected may directly correlate with the amount of private
information that can be obtained for unauthorized entities.
If simulations of surveillance systems are possible and feasible, a more or less reliable risk estimate (e.g.,
given in terms of probabilities) may be achievable, but not necessarily so for all goals of interest. A “soft”
indicator like the degree to which employees appreciate the surveillance or feel uncomfortable upon such
monitoring is one example of a goal that may not be measurable by simulation.
In such cases, empirical data, say from classical surveys may be the way to go and measure the effects of
certain configurations. For example, the employees may be asked how they feel upon having installed
19-04-2016
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cameras somewhere, or whether or not they would be willing to have their own devices become part of the
enterprises’ surveillance infrastructure. Even if an employee consents, a mobile device may not always be
connected, may be out of power, etc., which adds an intrinsic element of randomness to the outcome in
every case.

A.2

General Approach towards Optimal Strategies

Casting the previous discussion into a more general procedure, the first step in risk management based on
surveillance is to find an optimal usage pattern for the surveillance system, which entails the following
steps:
1. Identification of possible configurations, layouts and operational patterns for the surveillance
infrastructure: this is a purely technical issue and is based on domain knowledge about the
infrastructure, enterprise, premises, etc. at hand.
2. Identification of relevant indicators related to the surveillance technology, which may include the
following (but are not limited to):
• Probabilities to detect/prevent an intrusion
• Potential privacy breaches for employees
• Willingness to support (or maybe also leverage) the surveillance system
• Legal and health-related issues and regulations that concern employees (for example, if
surveillance is either forbidden by law or causes employees to feel uncomfortable)
3. For each known configuration, determine the effectiveness w.r.t. all aspects identified in the
previous step. Especially when there are multiple aspects to be considered, there may not be a
unique optimal solution, simply if different alternative configurations/layouts/operational modes
perform differently in different respects. Here, a mathematically optimal solution can be sought, as
we will show in this deliverable. The assessment can be done by simulations or empirical studies
(not excluding further possibilities). Indeed, it does not really matter where the data comes from,
as long as:
• All assessments are made in the same scale (e.g., a qualitative scoring or monetary units, if
applicable, etc.)
• The data source is reliable w.r.t. the intended risk assessment
4. Having found a (mathematically) optimal solution to the
• Layout,
• Configuration,
• Operational mode,
• generally relevant levers that we can pull towards optimal risk control
of the surveillance system, the daily business is up to implementing the static precautions (e.g.,
building the surveillance system according to its optimal layout and configuration), and adhering to
random reconfigurations and daily operation (returning to the previous example, this could mean
taking routes optimally chosen at random and at optimally random times).

A.3

Identification of Optimal Surveillance Tours

Let us illustrate these four general steps using a concrete example, having its focus on a “how to do” these
steps, while shifting all algorithmic and technical details to the background. To keep matters simple, let us
consider the situation in which we may take two possible routes through the premises of a utility provider,
seeking a specific target (to cause damage or malfunctions).

19-04-2016
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map source: http://www.openstreetmap.org
possible routes for the intruder

target

surveillance route #1
surveillance route #2

Figure 1 Example Setup of Surveillance Tours vs. Intrusion Routes

Step 1 (identify your options): the outcome of this step would be the identification of the possible routes,
say route #1 (shown green) and route #2 (shown red) as displayed in Figure 1.
Step 2 (identify relevant goals): for the manual surveillance by security staff taking tours, there are two
obvious aspects to consider:
• Turnaround time (how long does it take to complete a certain route)
• Probability to catch an intruder
Looking at the routes, route #1 is clearly longer but has a better coverage. Conversely, route #2 has a
shorter return time (preferable) but a lower chance to catch an intruder (less favourable). Thus, there is not
“the” optimal solution, but the optimum is achieved by random choices between the two routes, where the
exact balance is to be determined.
Step 3 (assess your options): Suppose that all the alternatives have been rated in terms of the relevant
goals. As it might be clear how to simulate the routes, let us slightly deviate from the example here in order
to illustrate how we would deal with “soft” information obtained from surveys or expert opinions. To this
end, suppose that the technical quality of the surveillance system is taken as a third goal, and is rated in
terms of a CVSS 1 assessment, which is provided by several experts in the company. Table 1 shows example
results of a CVSS assessment related to two configurations, provided by a number of experts.
Table 1 Ambigious Empirical Data

2

Expert (person ID
/ anonymized)

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

8

9

4

10

3

11

12

Configuration

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Rating

10

6,4 9

10

7,9 8,2 7,4 10

8,5 9

9

8,7

7,9 7,1 9

1

Common vulnerability scoring system
Data has been adapted from A. Beck „Entwicklung einer Metrik zur automatisierten Analyse und Bewertung von
Bedrohungsszenarien mit Hilfe neuronaler Netzwerke“, PhD thesis, Alpen-Adria Universität Klagenfurt, 2016.

2
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Note that:
• We have ambiguous opinions provided by differently many experts on both configurations,
• And we have some experts having provided input on both configurations, while other experts have
been explicit only on one of the two configurations.
From this data, or also from simulated data, the actual optimization problem is being defined over
probability distributions that can be compiled from this empirical data in a straightforward fashion (as we
will describe in detail in this deliverable). The required steps can be easily accomplished in standard
statistical software 3, in which the theory behind HyRiM is implemented. In detail, the instructions are to
put the data into a variable, and then compile the data into a loss distribution that can be used with the
optimization 4. Consequently, we have two instructions (in R syntax):
scenario1 <- c(10,6.4,9,7.9,7.1,9) # put data into a variable
ld1 <- lossDistribution(scenario1) # compile the input for the the optimization
scenario2 <- c(10,6.4,9,7.9,7.1,9) # …same for the second scenario
ld1 <- lossDistribution(scenario1)

Plotting the results gives the following pictures:

Figure 3 Rating of the first configuration

Figure 2 Rating of the second configuration

The two pictures can be interpreted as follows: in the left configuration, we have the highest chances of
damage scoring around 7.5, but a considerable chance to suffer damage at the maximal degree (this is
expressed by the curve decay around 10 and higher values.) Contrary to this, the other configuration also
admits high chances to suffer large damage, but is much more certain in what it predicts (as the probability
mass is more concentrated at higher damages).
From the risk manager’s perspective, both configurations are rated to admit high losses, but it is still safer
to go with the second configuration, since the possible effects of it are better predictable than in the other
case. The purpose of having a mathematical tool in the background is to support this intuition by
mathematical assurances. That is, the risk manager shall not be burdened at all with interpreting any such
pictures, but can safely rely on theory and algorithms to help with the decisions. Therefore, the above plots
are actually examples (pictures) that are not explicitly required in the actual risk management process, and
exclusively serve demonstration purposes here.

3

Such as R (RStudio), available at www.r-project.org and www.rstudio.org
Technically, the images shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 are kernel density estimates based on empirical data (see
http://arxiv.org/abs/1511.08591)
4
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Step 4 (find the optimal configuration/layout/operational mode): from this point onwards, the solution
can be obtained using the theory that will be established in this deliverable. For now, let us generally
denote the optimal solution by a variable opt, which is obtained in R by invoking the respective functions
in our implementation of the here-described method 5. The details on how to compute the optimal
solutions together with the proofs of their optimality can be found in the following chapters. The theory
itself is based on previous work on multicriteria optimization 6
Step 5 (use the surveillance system): As for step 4, advice on this will be left to the implemented
algorithms. Further down, we will indicate in more detail how to use the risk metrics in practice. For now,
let us assume that in the daily business, the results from the optimization can be fed into a random
selection function to get the current advice according to the optimal randomized choice rule for the paths.
That is, the surveillance person can invoke an implemented function whatshouldido(opt)which
returns for example
> whatshouldido(opt)
[1] “route 1”

which is the practical advice to take route #1 for the next round. This call is repeated every time when a
tour shall be taken.

A.4

Outlook on the Theoretical Approach

The following three chapters are covering the theory motivated by the previous example. In sequence, we
will theoretically develop matters of decision making (“Game Theoretic Risk Management – Part I”) under
uncertain consequences (such as cascading effects and propagation of errors as analysed in section “Error
propagation through a network with non-uniform failure”). Computational aspects and algorithms of
computing optimal defences are covered in part II “algorithms” of “Game-Theoretic Risk Management”.
Essentially, the papers compiled herein are complementary in the sense that:
• The first chapter, “Security Strategies in Non-Deterministic Games” describes a theoretical
framework that relies on the ability to define probability distributions that describe the risk of
certain actions through the imposed consequences (random losses)
• In the second chapter, part II “Algorithms” of “Game Theoretic Risk Management” can then be
invoked on the model described in the first chapter to compute the final optimal defences.
Essentially, the theory sketched there clarifies how the lossDistributions are constructed,
and also contains the algorithms implemented in the aforementioned R code.
• Finally, in the third chapter, “Error propagation through a network with non-uniform failure”
describes a simulation approach to deliver the necessary loss distributions for the previously
developed theory.
Based on this motivation and structural skeleton, let us come to the formal development of the theory,
whose results have partly been anticipated in the introduction section A already.

5

An implementation of the game theoretic algorithms in R will be provided in the course of WP 2.
Such as Rass, S.: “On Game-Theoretic Network Security Provisioning”, Springer Journal of Network and Systems
Management, 2013, 21, 47-64, Lozovanu, D.; Solomon, D. & Zelikovsky, A. “Multiobjective Games and Determining
Pareto-Nash Equilibria”, Buletinul Academiei de Stiinte a Republicii Moldova Matematica, 2005, 3, 115-122 and Sela,
A. “Fictitious play in 'one-against-all' multi-player games”, Economic Theory, Springer Berlin / Heidelberg, 1999, 14,
635-651.
6
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I.1. Introduction
Security risk management is a continuous cycle of action and reaction to the changing
working conditions of an infrastructure. This cycle is detailed in relevant standards
like ISO 2700x, where phases designated to planning, doing, checking and acting are
rigorously defined and respective measures are given.
Our concern in this report is an investigation of a hidden assumption underneath
this recommendation, namely the hypothesis that some wanted impact can be achieved
by taking the proper action. If so, then security risk management would degenerate
to a highly complex but nevertheless deterministic control problem, to which optimal
solutions and strategies could be found (at least in theory).
Unfortunately, however, reality is intrinsically random to some extent, and the outcome of an action is almost never fully certain. Illustrative examples relate to how public
opinion and trust are dependent on the public relation strategies of an institution. While
there are surely ways to influence the public opinion, it will always be ultimately out
of one’s full and exclusive control. Regardless of this, we ought to find optimal ways
to influence the situation in the way we like. This can – in theory – again be boiled
down to a (not so simple) optimization problem, however, one that works on optimizing
partially random outcomes. This is where things start to get nontrivial.
Difficulties in the defense against threats root in the nature of relevant attacks, since
not all of them are immediately observable or induce instantly noticeable or measurable
consequences. Indeed, the best we can do is finding an optimal protection against an apriori identified set of attack scenarios, so as to gain the assurance of security against the
known list of threat scenarios. Optimizing this protection is often, but not necessarily,
tied to some kind of adversary modelling, in an attempt to sharpen our expectations
about what may happen to us. Such adversary modeling is inevitably error prone,
as the motives and incentives of an attacker may deviate from our imagination to an
arbitrary extent.
Approaching the problem mathematically, there are two major lines of decision making: one works with an a-priori hypothesis of the current situation, and incorporates
current information into an a-posteriori model that tells us how things will evolve, and
specifically, which events are more likely than others, given the full information that
we have. Decision making in that case means that we seek the optimal behavior so
as to master a specifically expected setting (described by the a-posteriori distribution).
This is the Bayesian approach to decision making (see [14] for a fully comprehensive
detailed). The second way of decision making explicitly avoids any hypothesis about the
current situation, and seeks an optimal behavior against any possible setting. Unlike
the Bayesian perspective, we would thus intentionally and completely ignore all available
data and choose our actions to master the worst-case scenario. While this so-called minimax decision making is obviously a more pessimistic and cautious approach, it appears
better suited for risk management in situations where data is either not available, not
trustworthy or inaccurate.
For this reason, we will hereafter pursue the minimax-approach and dedicate section
I.4.2 to a discussion how this fits into the Bayesian framework as a special case.

5

We assume that the risk manager can repeatedly take actions and that the possible
actions are finitely many. Furthermore, we assume that the adversary against which we
do our risk control, also has a finite number of possible ways to cause trouble. In terms
of an ISO 2700k risk management process, the risk manager’s actions would instantiate
controls, while the adversary’s actions would correspond to identified threat scenarios.
The assumption of finiteness does stringently constrain us here, as an infinite number of
actions to choose from may in any case overstrain a human decision-maker.
The crucial point in all that follows is that any action (as taken by the decision maker)
in any situation (action taken by the adversary) may have an intended but in any case
random outcome. To properly formalize this and fit it into a mathematical, in fact
game-theoretic, framework, we hereafter associate the risk manager with player 1 in our
game, who competes with player 2, who is the adversary. Actions of either players are
in game-theoretic literature referred to as pure strategies; the entirety of which will be
abbreviated as P S1 and P S2 for either player, so P S1 comprises all actions, hereafter
called strategies available for risk management, while P S2 comprises all trouble scenarios.
For our treatment, it is not required to be specific on how the elements in both action
sets look like, as it is sufficient for them to “be available”.
Let P S1 , P S2 denote finite sets of strategies for two players, where player 1 is the
honest defender (e.g., utility infrastructure provider), and player 2 is the adversary. We
assume player 1 to be unaware of its opponents incentives, so that an optimal strategy is
sought against any possible behavior within the known action space P S2 of the opponent
(rational or irrational, e.g., nature),.
In this sense, P S2 can be the set of all known possible security incidents, whose
particular incarnations can become reality by the adversary’s action. To guard its assets,
player 1 can choose from a finite set of actions P S1 to minimize the costs of a recovery
from any incident, or equivalently, keep its risk under control.
Upon these assumptions, the situation can be described by an (n × m)-matrix of
scenarios, where n = |P S1 | , m = |P S2 |, each of which is associated with some cost
Rij to recover the system from a malfunctioning state back to normal operation from
scenario (i, j) ∈ P S1 × P S2 . We use the variable Rij henceforth to denote the cost of a
repair made necessary by an incident j ∈ P S2 happening when the system is currently
in configuration i ∈ P S1 .
The process of risk management will be associated with player 1 putting the system
into different configurations over time in order to minimize the risk Rij .
Remark I.1.1 We leave the exact understanding of “risk” or “damage” intentionally
undefined here, as this will be quite different between various utility infrastructures or
general fields of application.
Remark I.1.2 Neither the set P S1 nor the set P S2 is here specified in any detail further
than declaring it as an “action space”. The reason is, again, the expected diversity of
actions and incidents among various fields of application (or utility infrastructures).
Therefore and to keep this report as general and not limiting the applicability of the
results to follow, we will leave the precise elements of P S1 , P S2 up to definitions that
are tailored to the intended application.
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Examples of strategies may include:
• random spot checks in the system to locate and fix problems (ultimately, to keep
the system running),
• random surveillance checks and certain locations,
• certain efforts or decisions about whether or not, and which, risks or countermeasures shall be communicated to the society or user community,
• etc.
In real life settings, it can be expected that an action (regardless of who takes it),
always has some intrinsic randomness. That is, the effect of a particular scenario (i, j) ∈
P S1 ×P S2 is actually a random variable Rij , having only some “expected” outcome that
may be different between any two occurrences of the same situation (i, j) over time.
To be able to properly handle the arising random variables, let us think of those
modeling not the benefits but rather the damage that a security incident may cause. In
this view, we can go for minimization of an expectedly positive value that measures the
cost of a recovery. Formally, we introduce the following assumption that will greatly
ease theoretical technicalities throughout this work, while not limiting the practicability
too much.
The family {Rij : i ∈ P S1 , j ∈ P S2 } of random damage distributions in our game will
be assumed with all members satisfying the following assumption:
Assumption I.1.3 Let Rij be a real-valued random variable. On Rij , we impose the
following assumptions:
• Rij ≥ 1 (w.l.o.g.1 ).
• Rij has a known distribution Fij with compact support (note that this implies that
all Rij is upper-bounded).
• The probability measure induced by Fij is either discrete or continuous and has
a density function fij . For continuous random variables, the density function is
assumed to be continuous.

I.1.1. Symbols and Notation
This section is mostly intended to refresh the reader’s memory about some basic but
necessary concepts from calculus and probability theory that we will use in the following
to develop the theoretical groundwork. This subsection can thus be safely skipped and
may be consulted whenever necessary to clarify details.
1

It is common to assume losses to be ≥ 0; our modification has technical reasons, but causes no semantic
difference in the comparisons between two loss densities, since both loss variables are just shifted by
the same amount. Also, the loss can (w.l.o.g.) be scaled until losses in the range [0, 1) become
practically negligible.
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General Symbols: Sets, random variables and probability distribution functions are
denoted as upper-case letters like X or F . Matrices and vectors are denoted as bold-face
upper- and lower-case letters, respectively. For finite sets, we write |X| for the number
of elements (cardinality). For real values |a| denotes the absolute value of a ∈ R. For
arbitrary sets, the symbol X k is the k-fold cartesian product of X; the set X ∞ thus
represents the collection of all infinite sequences (a1 , a2 , a3 , . . .) with elements from X.
We denote such a sequence as (an )n∈N .
If X is a random variable, then its probability distribution FX is told by the notation
X ∼ FX . Whenever this is clear from the context, we omit the subscript to F and write
X ∼ F only. If X lives on a discrete set, then we call X a discrete random variable.
Otherwise, if X takes values in some infinite and uncountable set, such as R, then we
call X a continuous random variable. For discrete distributions, we may also use the
vector p of probabilities of each event to denote the distribution of the discrete variable
X as X ∼ p.
Calligraphic letters denote families (sets) of sets or probability distributions, e.g.,
ultrafilters (defined below) are denoted as U, or the family of all probability distributions
being denoted as F. The family of subsets of a set A is written as P(A) (the power-set
of A). If F ∈ F is a probability distribution, then its density – provided it exists – is
denoted by the respective lower-case letter f .
Topology and Norms: As our considerations in section I.3 will heavily rely on concepts of continuity and compactness or openness of sets, we briefly review the necessary
concepts now.
A set A is called open, if for every x ∈ A there is another open set B ⊂ A that contains
x. The family T of all open sets is characterized by the property of being closed under
infinite union and finite intersection. Such a set is called a topology, and the set X
together with a topology T ⊂ P(X) is called a topological space. An interval A is called
closed, if its complement (w.r.t. the space X) is open.
In R, it can be shown that the open intervals are all of the form {x : a < x < b} for
a, b ∈ R and a < b. We denote these intervals by (a, b) and the topology on R is the set
containing all of them. Note the existence of a total ordering ≤ on a space always induces
the so-called order-topology, whose open sets are defined exactly the aforementioned way.
Closed intervals are denoted by square brackets, [a, b] = {x : a ≤ x ≤ b}. An set X ⊂ R
is called bounded, if there are two constants a, b < ∞ so that all x ∈ X satisfy a < x < b.
An subset of R is called compact, if and only if it is closed and bounded.
For (X, dX ), (Y, dY ) being two metric spaces, we call a function f : X → Y continuous,
if for every x0 ∈ X and every ε > 0 there is some δ > 0 for which dX (x0 , y) < δ implies
dY (f (x0 ), f (y)) < ε. If the condition holds with the same ε, δ for every x0 ∈ A ⊆ X,
then we call f uniformly continuous on the set A. It can be shown that if a function f
is continuous on a compact set A, then it is also uniformly continuous on A (in general,
however, continuity does not imply uniform continuity). In the following, we will need
this result only on functions mapping compact subsets of R to probability distributions
(the space that we consider there will be the set of hyperreal numbers, which has a
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topology but – unfortunately – neither a metric nor a norm).
On a space X, we write kxk to denote the norm of a vector x. One example is the ∞norm on Rn , which is kxk∞ = k(x1 , . . . , xn )k∞ = max {|x1 | , . . . , |xn |} for every x ∈ Rn .
This induces the metric d∞ (x, y) = kx − yk∞ .
It can be shown that every metric space is also a topological space, but the converse
is not true in general. However, the above definition of continuity is (on metric spaces)
equivalent to saying that a function f : X → Y is continuous, if and only if every open
set in Y ∈ TY has an open preimage f −1 (B) ∈ TX , when TX , TY denote the topologies
on X and Y , respectively. This characterization works without metrics and will be used
later to prove continuity of payoff functions (see lemma I.3.1 and proposition I.3.2).
Probabilities and Moments: Let A ⊂ Ω be a subset of some measurable2 space Ω
and F be a probability distribution function.
The probability measure PrF (A) is the
R
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral PrF (A) = A dF (note that this general formulation covers
both, discrete and continuous random variables on the same formal ground). Whenever
the distribution is obvious from the context, we will omit the subscript to the probability
measure, and simply write Pr(A) as a shorthand of PrF (A).
All probability distribution functions F that we consider in this report will have a
density function f associated with them. If so, then we call the closure of the set
{x : f (x) > 0} the support of F , denoted as supp(F ). A degenerate distribution on R
is one that assigns probability mass 1 to a finite number (or more generally, a null-set)
of points in R. If Pr(A) = 1 for a singleton set A = {a} and a ∈ R, then we call this
degenerate distribution a point-mass or a Dirac-mass. We stress that such distributions
do not have a density function associated with them in general3 .
Many commonly used distributions have infinite support, such as the Gaussian distribution. The density function can, however, be cut off outside a bounded range [a, b]
and re-scaled to normalize to a probability distribution again. This technique lets us
approximate any probability distribution by one with compact support (a technique that
will come handy in section I.2.5).
The expectation of a random variable is (by the law of largeRnumbers) the long-run
average of realizations, or more rigorously, defined as E(X) = Ω xdF (x)dx. The k-th
moment of a distribution
expectation of X k , which

R is the
R we is denoted and defined
k
k
as mX (k) := E X
= Ω x dF (x), or also E X k = Ω xk f (x)dx, if F has a density function f . Special roles play the first four moments or values derived
thereof.

2
2
One prominent example is the variance Var(X) = E(X − E(X)) = E X − (E(X)2 )
(this formula is known as Steiner’s theorem). Of particular importance is the so-called
moment-generating function µX (s) = E(exp(s · X)), from which the k-th moment can
be computed by taking the k-th order derivative evaluated at the origin, i.e., we have

dk
E X k = ds
. Moments do not necessarily exist for all distributions (an
k µX (s)
s=0

2

We will not require any further details on measurability or σ-algebras in this report, so we spare details
or an intuitive explanation of the necessary concepts here.
3
at least not within the space of normal functions; the Dirac-mass is, however, an irregular generalized
function (a concept that we will not need here).
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example is the Cauchy-distribution, for which all moments are infinite), but exist for
all distributions with compact support (that can be used to approximate every other
distribution up to arbitrary precision).
Multivariate distributions model vector-valued random variables. Their distribution is denoted as FX,Y , or shorthanded as F . For an n-dimensional distribution,
the
R respective density function is then of the form f (x1 , . . . , xn ), having the integral
Rn f (x1 , . . . , xn )d(x1 , . . . , xn ) = 1. This joint distribution in particular models the interplay between the (perhaps mutually dependent) random variables X1 , . . . , Xn . The
marginal distribution of any of the variables Xi (where 1 ≤ i ≤ n) is the unconditional
distribution of Xi no matter what the other variables do. Its density function is obtained
by “integrating out” the other variables, i.e.,
Z
f (x1 , . . . , xi−1 , xi+1 , . . . , xn )d(x1 , . . . , xi−1 , xi+1 , . . . , xn ).
fXi (xi ) =
Rn−1

A (marginal) distribution is called uniform, if its support is bounded and its density
is a constant. The joint probability of a multivariate event, i.e., multidimensional set
A w.r.t. to a multivariate distribution FX,Y , is denoted as Pr{FX,Y } (A). That is, the
distribution w.r.t. which the probabilities are taken are given in the subscript, whenever
this is useful or necessary to make things clear.
A particular important class of distributions are copulas. These are multivariate
probability distribution functions on the n-dimensional hypercube [0, 1]n , for which all
marginal distributions are uniform. The importance of copula functions is due to Sklårs
theorem, which tells that the joint distribution F of the random vector (X1 , . . . , Xn )
can be expressed in terms of marginal distribution functions and a copula function C as
F (x1 , . . . , xn ) = C(F1 (x1 ), . . . , Fn (xn )). So, for example, independence of events can be
modeled by the simple product copula C(x1 , . . . , xn ) = x1 · x2 · · · xn . Many other classes
of copula functions and a comprehensive discussion of the topic as such can be found in
[10].
Convexity and Concavity: Let V be a vector-space. We call a set A ⊂ V convex, if for
any two points x, y ∈ A, the entire line connecting x to y is also contained in A. Let
f : R → R be a function and take two values a < b. The function f is called convex, if
for every two values x, y, the line between f (a) and f (b) upper-bounds f between a and
b. More formally, let La,b (x) be the straight line from f (a) to f (b), then f is convex if
f (x) ≤ La,b (x) for all a ≤ x ≤ b. A function f is called concave if (−f ) is convex.
Hyperreal Numbers and Ultrafilters: Take the set R∞ of infinite sequences over the
real numbers R. On this set, we can define the arithmetic operations + and · elementwise on two sequences a = (a1 , a2 , a3 , . . .) = (an )n∈N ∈ R∞ and b = (b1 , b2 , b3 , . . .) =
(bn )n∈N ∈ R∞ by setting a + b = (a1 + b1 , a2 + b2 , a3 + b3 , . . .) and a · b = (a · b1 , a · b2 , a3 ·
b3 , . . .). The ordering of the reals, however, cannot be carried over in this way, as the
sequences a = (1, 4, 2, . . .) and b = (2, 1, 4, . . .) would satisfy ≤ on some components and
≥ on some others. To fix this, we need to be specific on which indices matter for the
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comparison, and which do not. The resulting family of index-sets can be characterized
to be a so-called free ultrafilter, which is defined as follows: a family U ⊆ P(N) is called
a filter, if the following three properties are satisfied:
• ∅∈
/U
• closed under supersets: A ⊆ B and A ∈ U implies B ∈ U
• closed under intersection: A, B ∈ U implies A ∩ B ∈ U
If, in addition, A ∈
/ U implies that U contains the complement set of A, then U is called
an ultrafilter. A simple example of a filter is the Fréchet-filter, which is the family
{A : the complement of A is finite}. A filter is called free, if it contains no finite sets,
or equivalently, if any filter that contains U is equal to U, i.e., U is maximal w.r.t. the
⊇-relation. An application of Zorn’s lemma to the semi-ordering induced by ⊇ shows the
existence of free ultrafilter as being ⊇-maximal elements, extending the Fréchet-filter.
An ultrafilter naturally induces an equivalence relation on R∞ by virtue of calling
two sequences a = (an )n∈N , b = (bn )n∈N ≡U -equivalent, if and only if {i : ai = bi } ∈ U,
i.e., the set of indices on which a and b coincide belongs to U. The ≤- and ≥-relations
can be defined in exactly the same fashion. The family of equivalence classes modulo
U makes up the set of hyperreal numbers, i.e., ∗ R = {[a]U : a ∈ R∞ } = R∞ /U, where
[a]U = {b ∈ R∞ : a ≡U b}. In lack of an exact model of ∗ R due to the non-constructive
existence assurance of the necessary free ultrafilter, unfortunately, we are unable to
practically do arbitrary arithmetic in ∗ R. It will be shown (later and in part two of this
report) that everything that needs to be computed practically works without U being
explicitly known.
Elements of Game Theory: Let N = {1, 2, . . . , n} be a finite set. Let P Si be a finite
set of actions, and denote by P S−i the cartesian product P S−i = P S1 × P S2 × · · · ×
P Si−1 × P Si+1 × · · · × P Sn , i.e., the product of all P Sj excluding P Si .
A finite non-cooperative n-person game is a triple (N, H, S), where the set H =
{ui : P Si × P S−i → R : i ∈ N } contains all player’s payoff functions, and the family
S = {P S1 , . . . , P Sn } comprises the strategy sets of all players. The attribute finite is
given to the game ifQ
and only if all P Si are finite. An equilibrium strategy is an element
x∗ = (x∗1 , . . . , x∗n ) ∈ ni=1 P Si , so that all i ∈ N have
ui (x∗i , x∗−i ) ≥ ui (xi , x∗−i ).

(1)

That is, action x∗i gives the maximal outcome for the i-th player, provided that all
other players follow their individual equilibrium strategies. Otherwise said, no player
has an incentive to solely deviate from x∗i , as this would only worsen the revenue from
the gameplay4 . It is easy to construct examples in which no such equilibrium strategy
4

It should be mentioned that this not necessarily rules out benefits for coalitions of players upon jointly
deviating from the equilibrium strategy. This, however, is subject of cooperative game-theory, which
we do not discuss here any further.
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exists. To fix this, one usually considers repetitions of the gameplay, and defines the
revenue for a player as the long-run average of all payoffs in each round. Technically,
this assures the existence of equilibrium strategies in all finite games (Nash’s theorem).
We will implicitly rely on this possibility here too, while explicitly looking at the outcome
of the game in a single round. As this is – by our fundamental hypotheses in this report
– a random variable itself, condition (1) can no longer be soundly defined, as random
variables are not canonically ordered. The core of this work will therefore be on finding a
substitute for the ≥-relation, so as to properly restate (1) when random variables appear
on both sides of the inequality.

I.2. Optimal Decisions under Uncertainty
Under the above setting, we can collect all scenarios of actions that player 1 (defender)
and player 2 (attacker) may take in a tabular (matrix) fashion. Our goal in this first step,
is to soundly define what “a best action” would be in light of uncertain, indeed random,
effects that actions on either side cause, especially in lack of control about the other’s
actions. For that matter, we will consider the scenario matrix A as given below, as the
payoff structure of some matrix-game, whose mathematical underpinning is the standard
setup of game-theory (see [5] for example), with differences and necessary changes to
classical theory of games, being discussed in sections I.3 and later.
Let the following tableau be a collection of all scenarios of actions taken by the defender
(row-player) and attacker (column-player),


R11 · · · R1j · · · R1m
 ..
..
.. 
..
..
 .
.
.
.
. 



A =  Ri1 · · · Rij · · · Rim 
,
 ..
.
.
.
.
..
..
..
.. 
 .

Rn1 · · · Rnj · · · Rnm
where the rows of the matrix A are labeled by the actions in P S1 , and the columns of
A carry the labels of actions from P S2 .
A security strategy for player 1 is an optimal choice i∗ of a row so that the risk,
expressed by the random variable Ri∗ j is “optimized” over all possible actions j ∈ P S2
of the opponent. Here, we run into trouble already, as there is no canonical ordering on
the set of probability distributions.
To the end of resolving this issue, let us consider repetitions of the gameplay in which
each player can choose his actions repeatedly and differently, in an attempt to minimize
risk (or damage). This corresponds to situations in which “the best” configuration simply
does not exist, and we are forced to repeatedly change or reconsider the configuration
of the system in order to remain protected.
In a classical game-theoretic approach, this takes us to the concept of mixed strategies,
which are discrete probability distributions over the action spaces of the players. Making
this rigorous, let S(P Si ) for i = 1, 2 denote the simplex over P Si , i.e., the space of all
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discrete probability distributions supported on P Si . More formally, given the support
X, the set S(X) is
(
)
k
X
S(X) := (p1 , . . . , pk ) ∈ Rk : k = |X| ,
pi = 1, pi ≥ 0 ∀i .
i=1

A randomized decision is thus a rule p = (p1 , . . . , pk ) ∈ S(P S) to choose from the available actions {1, 2, . . . , k} from the action set P S (which is P S1 or P S2 hereafter) with
corresponding probabilities pi . We assume the ordering of the actions to be arbitrary
but fixed (for obvious reasons).
Now, we return to the problem of what effect to expect when the current configuration of the system is randomly drawn from P S1 , and the adversary’s action is another random choice from P S2 . For that matter, let us simplify notation by putting
S1 := S(P S1 ), S2 := S(P S2 ) and let the two mixed strategies be p ∈ S1 for player 1,
and q ∈ S2 for player 2.
Since the choice from the matrix A is random, where the row is drawn with likelihoods
as specified by p, and the column is drawn from q, the law of total probability yields for
the outcome R,
X
Pr{R ≤ r} =
Pr{Rij ≤ r|i, j} Pr{i, j} ,
(2)
i,j

where Pr{Rij ≤ r|i, j} is the conditional probability of Rij given a particular choice
(i, j), and Pr{i, j} is the (unconditional) probability for this choice to occur. Section
I.2.1 gives some more details on how Pr{i, j} can be modeled and expressed.
Denote by F (p, q) the distribution of the game’s outcome under strategies (p, q) ∈
S1 × S2 , then Pr{R ≤ r} = F (r) depends on (p, q), and (2) can be rewritten as
X
Pr{R ≤ r} = (F (p, q))(r) =
Fij (r)Cp,q (i, j),
(3)
i,j

where Cp,q (i, j) = Pr{i, j} will be assumed as continuous in p and q for technical
reasons that will become evident later (during the proof of proposition I.3.2). Note
that the distribution F via the function C explicitly depends on the choices p, q, and
is to be “optimally shaped” w.r.t. to these two variables. The argument r ∈ R to the
function F (p, q)(·) is the (random) “revenue”, whose uncertainty is outside any of the
two player’s influence (besides shaping F by proper choices of p and q).
The “revenue” R in the game can be of manifold nature, such as
• Risk response of society; a quantitative measure that could rate people’s opinions
and confidence in the utility infrastructure
• Repair cost to recover from an incident’s implied damage,
• Reliability, if the game is about whether or not a particular quality of service can
be kept up,
• etc.
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Remark I.2.1 In the simplest case of independent actions, we would set Cp,q (i, j) =
pi · qj when p = (p1 , . . . , pn ), q = (q1 , . . . , qm ). This choice, along with assuming Rij
to be constants rather than random variables, recreates the familiar matrix-game payoff
functional pT Aq from (3). Hence, (3) is a first generalization of matrix games to games
with uncertain outcome, which for the sake of flexibility and generality, is “distributionvalued”.
Remark I.2.2 It may be in reality the case that actions of the two players are not
chosen independently, for example, if both of the players possess some common knowledge
or access to a common source of information. In game-theoretic terms, this would lead
to so-called correlated equilibria (see [5]), in which the players share two correlated
random variables that influence their choices. Things here are nevertheless different,
as no bidirectional flow of information can be assumed like for correlated equilibria (the
attacker won’t inform the utility infrastructure provider about anything in advance, while
information from the provider may somehow leak out to the adversary).

I.2.1. Choosing Actions (In)dependently
The concrete choice of the function Cp,q is only subject to continuity in p, q for technical reasons that will receive a closer look now. The general joint probability of the
scenario (i, j) w.r.t. the marginal discrete distribution vectors p, q is Prp,q {i, j} =
Prp,q {X = i, Y = j} = Cp,q (i, j) in (2). Under independence of the random choices
X ∼ p, Y ∼ q can be written as Pr{i, j} = Pr{X = i} Pr{Y = j} = pi qj .
Now, let us consider cases where the choices are not independent, say, if one player
observes the other player’s actions and can react on them (or if both players have access
to common source of information).
Sklar’s theorem implies the existence of a copula-function C so that the joint distribution F(X,Y ) can be written in terms of the copula C and the marginal distributions
FX , corresponding to the vector p, and FY , corresponding to the vector q,
F(X,Y ) (i, j) = Pr{X ≤ i, Y ≤ j} = C(FX (i), FY (j)).
Pr{i, j} = Pr{X = i, Y = i} = Pr{X ≤ i, Y ≤ j} − Pr{X ≤ i − 1, Y ≤ j}
− Pr{X ≤ i, Y ≤ j − 1} + Pr{X ≤ i − 1, Y ≤ j − 1}
= C(FX (i), FY (j)) − C(FX (i − 1), FY (j))
− C(FX (i), FY (j − 1)) + C(FX (i − 1), FY (j − 1))
= C(pi , qj ) − C(pi−1 , qj ) − C(pi , qj−1 ) + C(pi−1 , qj−1 ).

(4)

Thus, the function Cp,q can be constructed from (4) based on the copula C (which must
exist). Continuity of Cp,q thus hinges on the continuity of the copula function. At least
two situations admit a choice of C that makes Cp,q continuous:
• Independence of actions: C(x, y) := x · y
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• Complete lack of knowledge about the interplay between the action choices, in
which case we can set C(x, y) := min {x, y}.
This choice is justified upon the well-known Fréchet-Hoeffding bound, which says
that every n-dimensional copula function C satisfies
C(u1 , u2 , . . . , un ) ≤ min {u1 , . . . , un } .
Since the min-function is itself a copula, it can be chosen if a dependency is known
to exist, but with no details on the particular nature of the interplay. Observe
that this corresponds to the well-known maximum-principle of system security,
where the overall system risk is determined from the maximum risk among its
components (alternatively, you may think of a chain to be as strong as its weakest
element; which corresponds to the min-function among all indicators u1 , . . . , un ).

I.2.2. Comparing Payoff Distributions
There appears to be no canonical way to compare payoff distributions, as F (p, q) can
be determined by an arbitrary number of parameters, thus introducing ambiguity in
how to compare them. To see this, simply consider the set of normal distributions
N (µ, σ 2 ) being determined by two parameters µ and σ > 0. Since the pair (µ, σ) uniquely
determines the distribution function, a comparison between two members F1 , F2 ∈ N
amounts to a criterion to compare two-dimensional vectors (µ, σ) ∈ R × R+ ⊂ R2 . It
is well-known that R2 is not ordered (as being isomorphic to C, on which provably no
order exists; see [2] for a proof), and hence there is no natural ordering on the set of
probability distributions either.
Despite this sounding like bad news, we can actually construct an alternative characterization of probability distributions on a new space, in which the distributions of
interest, in our case F (p, q) will all be members of a totally ordered subset.
To this end, we will rely on a characterization of a probability distribution of the
random variable R ∼ F (p, q) via the sequence (mR (k))k∈N of its moments. The k-th
such moment is from (3) and by assumption I.1.3 found to be
Z ∞
Z ∞
 
X
k
k
x dF (p, q) =
xk
fij (x)Cp,q (i, j)dx
[E R ](p, q) =
−∞

=

X
i,j

Z
Cp,q (i, j)

∞

−∞

i,j

xk fij (x)dx =

−∞

X

 
k
Cp,q (i, j)E Rij
,

(5)

i,j

where the sum runs over i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . , m, and fij is the probability
density of Rij for all i, j. Notice that the boundedness condition in assumption I.1.3
assures existence and finiteness of all these moments. However, assumption I.1.3 yields
even more: since R ∼ F (p, q) is a random variable within [0, ∞) (nonnegativity) and
has finite moments by the boundedness assumption, the distribution F (p, q) is uniquely
determined by the sequence of moments. This is made rigorous by the following lemma:
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Lemma I.2.3 Let two random variables X, Y have their moment generating
functions


k
k
µX (s), µY (s) exist within a neighborhood Uε (0). Assume that E X = E Y
for all
k ∈ N. Then X and Y have the same distribution.
The proof is merely a collection of well-known facts about moment generating functions
and the identity of their power-series expansions. For convenience and completeness, we
nevertheless give the proof in (almost) full detail.
Proof (of lemma I.2.3). Let Z be a general random variable. The finiteness of
the moment-generating function µZ within some open set (−s0 , s0 ) with s0 > 0 yields

(k)
E Z k = µz (0) via the k-th order derivative of µZ [3, Theorem 3.4.3]. Furthermore,
if the moment generating function exists within (−s0 , s0 ), then it has a Taylor-series
expansion (cf. [7, Sec.11.6.1]).
µZ (s) =

∞
(k)
X
µ (0)
Z

k=0

k!

sk ,

∀s ∈ (−s0 , s0 ).

(6)

Identity of moments between X and Y (the lemma’s hypothesis) thus implies the identity of the Taylor-series expansions of µX and µY and in turn the identity µX (s) = µY (s)
on (−s0 , s0 ). This equation finally implies that X and Y have the same distribution by
the uniqueness theorem of moment-generating functions [3, Theorem 3.4.6].

Lemma I.2.3 is the permission to characterize random variables only by their momentsequence to uniquely
pin-down the probability distribution, i.e., we will hereafter write

k
mR (k) := E R , and use
(mR (k))k∈N ,

to represent the random variable R ∼ F (p, q).

(7)

Let R∞ denote the set of all sequences, on which we define a partial ordering by
virtue of the above characterization as follows: let F1 = F (p1 , q1 ), F2 = F (p2 , q2 ) be
two distributions defined by (3). As a first try, we could define a preference relation
between two distributions F1 , F2 by comparing their moment sequences element-wise,
i.e., we would prefer F1 over F2 if the respective moments satisfy mR1 (k) ≤ mR2 (k) for
all k whenever R1 ∼ F1 and R2 ∼ F2 .
It must be stressed that without extra conditions, this ordering is at most a partial one,
since we could allow infinitely alternating values for the moments in both sequences. To
make the ordering total, we have to be specific on which indices matter and which don’t.
The result will be a standard ultrapower construction, so let U denote an arbitrary
ultrafilter. Fortunately, the preference ordering by comparing moments elementwise
is ultimately independent of the particular ultrafilter in use. This is made precise in
theorem I.2.5 that is implied by a simple analysis of continuous distributions. We treat
these first and discuss the discrete case later, as all of our upcoming findings remain
valid under the discrete setting.
The Continuous Case:
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Lemma I.2.4 For any two probability distributions F1 , F2 and associated random variables R1 ∼ F1 , R2 ∼ F2 that satisfy assumption I.1.3, there is a K ∈ N so that either
[∀k ≥ K : mR1 (k) ≤ mR2 (k)] or [∀k ≥ K : mR1 (k) ≥ mR2 (k)].
Proof. Let f1 , f2 denote the densities of the distributions F1 , F2 . Fix the smallest b∗ > 1
so that Ω := [1, b∗ ] covers both the supports of F1 and F2 . Consider the difference of
the k-th moments, given by
Z
 
  Z
k
k
k
∆(k) := E R1 − E R2 =
x f1 (x)dx −
xk f2 (x)dx
Ω
ZΩ
=
xk (f1 − f2 )(x)dx.
(8)
Ω

Towards a lower bound to (8), we distinguish two cases:
1. If f1 (x) > f2 (x) for all x ∈ Ω, then (f1 − f2 )(x) > 0 and because f1 , f2 are
continuous, their difference attains a minimum
λ2 > 0 on the compact set Ω. So,
R k
we can lower-bound (8) as ∆(k) ≥ λ2 Ω x dx → +∞, as k → ∞.
2. Otherwise, we look at the right end of the interval Ω, and define
a∗ := inf {x ≥ 1 : f1 (x) > f2 (x)} .
Without loss of generality, we may assume a∗ < b∗ . To see this, note that if
f1 (b∗ ) 6= f2 (b∗ ), then the continuity of f1 − f2 implies f1 (x) 6= f2 (x) within a range
(b∗ − ε, b∗ ] for some ε > 0, and a∗ is the supremum of all these ε. Otherwise,
if f1 (x) = f2 (x) on an entire interval [b∗ − ε, b∗ ] for some ε > 0, then f1 6> f2
on Ω (the opposite of the previous case) implies the existence of some ξ < b∗ so
that f1 (x) < f2 (x), and a∗ is the supremum of all these ξ (see figure 1 for an
illustration). In case that ξ = 0, we would have f1 ≥ f2 on Ω, which is either
trivial (as ∆(k) = 0 for all k if f1 = f2 ) or otherwise covered by the previous case.
In either situation, we can fix a compact interval [a, b] ⊂ (a∗ , b∗ ) ⊂ [1, b∗ ] = Ω
and two constants λ1 , λ2 > 0 (which exist because f1 , f2 are bounded as being
continuous on the compact set Ω), so that the function

−λ1 xk , if 1 ≤ x < a;
`(k, x) :=
λ2 xk , if a ≤ x ≤ b.
lower-bounds the difference of densities in (8) (see figure 1), and
Z
∆(k) =
1

b∗

xk (f1 − f2 )(x)dx ≥

Z

b

`(x, k)dx
Z a
Z b
k
= −λ1
x dx + λ2
xk dx
1

1

a

ak+1
bk+1
=−
(λ1 + λ2 ) + λ2
→ +∞,
k+1
k+1
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f1
f2
ξ
0
λ1

f1 − f2

a∗
a

b

b∗

λ2

ℓ(k, x)

Figure 1: Lower-bounding the difference of densities
as k → ∞ due to a < b and because λ1 , λ2 are constants that depend only on f1 , f2 .
In both cases, we conclude that, unless f1 = f2 , ∆(k) > 0 for sufficiently large
k ≥ K where K is finite.


Theorem I.2.5 Let F be the set of distributions that satisfy assumption I.1.3. Assume
the elements of F to be represented by hyperreal numbers in R∞ /U, where U is any free
ultrafilter. There exists a total ordering on the set F that is independent of U.
Proof. Let F1 , F2 be two probability distributions, and let R1 ∼ F1 , R2 ∼ F2 . Lemma
I.2.4 assures the existence of some K ∈ N so that, w.l.o.g, we may define the ordering
F1  F2 iff mR1 (k) ≤ mR2 (k) whenever k ≥ K. Let L be the set of indices where
mR1 (k) ≤ mR2 (k), then complement set N \ L is finite (it has at most K − 1 elements).
Let U be an arbitrary ultrafilter. Since N \ L is finite, it cannot be contained in U as
U is free. And since U is an ultrafilter, it must contain the complement a set, unless it
contains the set itself. Hence, L ∈ U, and the claim follows. The converse case is treated
analogously.

Now, we can state our preference criterion on distributions on the quotient space F ⊂
in which each probability distribution of interest is represented by its sequence
of moments. Thanks to theorem I.2.5, there is no need to construct the ultrafilter U
in order to well-define best responses, since two distributions will compare in the same
fashion under any admissible choice of U.
R∞ /U,

Definition I.2.6 (Preference Relation over Probability Distributions) Let R1 , R2
be two random variables whose distributions F1 , F2 satisfy assumption I.1.3. We prefer
F1 over F2 relative to an ultrafilter U, written as
F1  F2 : ⇐⇒ ∃K ∈ N s.t. ∀k ≥ K : mR1 (k) ≤ mR2 (k)
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(9)

Strict preference of F1 over F2 is denoted as
F1 ≺ F2 : ⇐⇒ ∃K ∈ N s.t. ∀k ≥ K : mR1 (k) < mR2 (k)
Theorem I.2.5 establishes this definition to be compatible with (in the sense of being
a continuation of) the ordering on the hyperreals R∞ /U, being defined as a ≤ b iff
{i : ai ≤ bi } ∈ U, when a, b are represented by sequences (ai )i∈N , (bi )i∈N .
By virtue of the -relation, we can define an equivalence ≡ between two distributions
in the canonical way as
F1 ≡ F2 : ⇐⇒ (F1  F2 ) ∧ (F2  F1 ).

(10)

Within the quotient space F ⊂ R∞ /U, we thus consider two distributions as identical,
if only a finite set of moments between them mismatch. Observe that this does not imply
the identity of the distribution functions themselves, unless actually all moments match.
The strict preference relation ≺ induces an ordering topology T on F, whose open sets
are for any two distributions F1 , F2 ,
(F1 , F2 ) := {F ∈ F : F1 ≺ F ≺ F2 } ,
and the topology is denoted as T = {(F1 , F2 )|F1 , F2 ∈ F where F1 ≺ F2 }.
The Discrete Case: In situations where the game’s payoffs are better modeled by discrete random variables, say if a nominal scale (“low”, “medium”, “high”) or a scoring
scheme is used to express revenue, assumption I.1.3 is too strong in the sense of prescribing a continuous density where the model density is actually discrete.
Assumption I.1.3 covers discrete distributions that possess a density w.r.t. the counting measure. The line of arguments as used in the proof of Lemma I.2.4 remains intact
without change, except for the obvious difference that Ω is a finite (and hence discrete)
set now. Likewise, all conclusions drawn from lemma I.2.4, including theorem I.2.5, as
well as the definitions of ordering and topology transfer without change.

I.2.3. Comparing Discrete and Continuous Distributions
The representation (7) of distributions by the sequence of their moments works even
without assuming the density to be continuous. Therefore, it elegantly lets us compare
distributions of mixed type, i.e., continuous vs. discrete distributions on a common
basis.
It follows that we can – without any changes to the framework – compare discrete
to continuous distributions, or any two distributions of the same type in terms of the
-, ≺- and ≡-relations. This comparison is, obviously, only meaningful if the respective
random variables live in the same (metric) space. For example, it would be meaningless
to compare ordinal to numeric data.
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I.2.4. Comparing Deterministic to Random
In certain occasions, the consequence of an action may result in perfectly foreseeable effects, such as fines or similar. Such deterministic outcomes can be modeled as degenerate
distributions (point- or Dirac-masses)5 . These are singular and thus violate assumption
I.1.3, since there is no density function associated with them, unless one is willing to
resort to generalized functions; which we do not do in this report. Nevertheless, it is
possible to work out the representation in terms of moment sequences. If X is a random
variable that deterministically takes on theconstantvalue a all the time, then the respective moment sequence has elements E X k = E ak = ak for all k ∈ N. Given another
non-degenerate distribution with density function f , supported on Ω = [0, b], we can
lower- or upper-bound the moments of the respective random variable Y by exponential
functions in k, which can straightforwardly -, ≡- or ≺-compared to the representative
(ak )k∈N of the (deterministic) outcome a ∈ R. Algorithmic details will follow in part
two of this research report.

I.2.5. Extensions: Relaxing Assumption I.1.3
Risk management is often required to handle or avoid extreme (catastrophic) events.
The respective statistical models are distributions with so-called “heavy”, “long” or
“fat” tails (exact definitions and distribution models will follow in subsequent parts
of this report). Extreme-value distributions such as the Gumbel-distribution, or also
the Cauchy-distribution (that is not an extreme value model) are two natural examples
that fall into the class of distributions that assign unusually high likelihood to large
outcomes (that may be considered as catastrophic consequences of an action). In any
case, our assumption I.1.3 rules out such distributions by requiring compact support.
Even worse, the ≺-relation based on the representation of a distribution by the sequence
of its moments cannot be extended to cover distributions with heavy tails, as those
typically do not have finite moments or moment-generating functions. Nevertheless,
such distributions are important tools in risk management.
Things are, however, not drastically restricted by assumption I.1.3, for at least two
reasons: First, compactness of the support is not necessary for all moments to exist,
as the Gaussian distribution has moments of all orders and is supported on the entire
real line (thus violating even two of the three conditions of assumption I.1.3). Still, it
is characterized entirely by its first two moments, and thus can easily be compared in
terms of the ≺-relation.
Second, and more importantly, any distribution with infinite support can be approximated by a truncated distribution. Given a random variable X with distribution function
F , then the truncated distribution is the distribution of X conditional on X falling into

5

Note that the canonic embedding of the reals within the hyperreals represents a number a ∈ R by the
constant sequence (a, a, . . .). Picking up this idea would be critically flawed in our setting, as any
such constant sequence would be preferred over any probability distribution (whose moment sequence
diverges and thus overshoots a inevitably and ultimately).
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a finite range, i.e., the truncated distribution function F̂ gives the conditional likelihood
F̂ (x) = Pr(X ≤ x|a ≤ X ≤ b).
Provided that F has a density function f , the truncated density function is
(
f (x)
ˆ
F (b)−F (a) , a ≤ x ≤ b;
f (x) =
0,
otherwise.
In other words, we simply crop the density f outside the interval [a, b] and re-scale the
resulting function to become a probability distribution again.
Since every distribution function F is non-decreasing and satisfies limx → ∞ F (x) = 1,
any choice of δ > 0 admits a value b such that F (b) > 1 − δ. Moreover,
R x since our random
variables are all nonnegative, we have limx → 0+ F (x) = limx → 0+ 0 f (x)dx = 0, since
F is right-continuous. It follows that the truncated distribution density for variables of
interest in our setting simplifies to fˆ(x) = f (x)/F (b). Now, let us compare a distribution
F to its truncated version F̂ in terms of the probabilities that we would compute:
Z x
Z x
F (x) − F̂ (x) =
f (t)dt −
f (t)/F (b)dt
0
0


Z x
Z ∞
1
f (t) 1 −
=
f (t)dt = ε,
dt < ε
F (b)
0
0
|
{z
}
<ε

for sufficiently large b, which depends on the chosen ε > 0 that determines the quality
of approximation. Conversely, can find always find a truncated distribution F̂ that
approximates F up to an arbitrary precision ε > 0. This shows that restricting ourselves
to distributions with compact support, i.e., adopting assumption I.1.3, causes no more
than a numerical error that can be made as small as we wish.
More interestingly, we could attempt to play the same trick as before, and characterize a distribution with fat, heavy or long tails by a sequence of approximations to it,
arising from better and better precisions ε → 0. In that sense, we could hope to compare
approximations rather than the true density in an attempt to extend the preference and
equivalence relations  and ≡ to distributions with fat, heavy or long tails.
Unfortunately, such hope is wrong, as a distribution is not uniquely characterized
by a general sequence of approximations (i.e., we cannot formulate an equivalent to
lemma I.2.3), and the outcome of a comparison of approximations is not invariant to
how the approximations are chosen (i.e., there is also no alike for lemma I.2.4). To
see the latter, take the quantile function F −1 (α) for a distribution F , and consider the
−1
tail quantiles F (α) = F −1 (1 − α). Pick any sequence (αn )n → ∞ with αn → 0. Since
−1
limx → ∞ F (x) = 1, the tail quantile sequence behaves like F (αn ) → ∞, where the limit
is independent of the particular sequence (αn )n → ∞ , but only the speed of divergence is
different for distinct sequences.
Now, let two distributions F1 , F2 with infinite support be given. Fix two sequences
αn and ωn , both vanishing as n → ∞, and set
−1

−1

an := F 1 (αn ) ≤ bn := F 2 (ωn ).
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(11)

Let us approximate F1 by a sequences of truncated distributions fˆ1,n with supports
[0, an ] and let the sequence fˆ2,n approximate f2 on [0, bn ]. Since an ≤ bn for all n, the
proof of lemma I.2.4 then implies that the approximations with support [0, an ] is always
strictly preferable to the distribution with support [0, bn ], thus fˆ1,n  fˆ2,n . However,
by replacing the “≤” by a “≥” in (11), we can construct approximations to F1 , F2
whose supports exceed one another in the reverse way, so that the approximations would
always satisfy fˆ1,n  fˆ2,n . It follows that the sequence of approximations cannot be used
to unambiguously compare distributions with infinite support, unless we impose some
constraints on the tails of the distributions and the approximations. The next lemma
assumes this situation to simply not occur, which allows to give a sufficient condition
to unambiguously extend strict preference in the way we wish.
Lemma I.2.7 Let F1 , F2 be two distributions supported on the entire nonnegative real
half-line R+ with continuous densities f1 , f2 . Let (an )n∈N be an arbitrary sequence with
an → ∞ as n → ∞, and let fˆi,n for i = 1, 2 be the truncated distribution fi supported on
[0, an ].
If there is a constant c < 1 and a value x0 ∈ R such that f1 (x) < c · f2 (x) for
all x ≥ x0 , then there is a number N such that all approximations fˆ1,n , fˆ2,n satisfy
fˆ1,n ≺ fˆ2,n whenever n ≥ N .
Proof. Throughout the proof, let i ∈ {1, 2}. The truncated distribution density that
approximates fi is fi (x)/(Fi (an ) − Fi (0)), where [0, an ] is the common support of n-th
approximation to f1 , f2 . By construction, an,i → ∞ as n → ∞, and therefore Fi (an ) −
Fi (0) → 1 for i = 1, 2. Consequently,
Qn =

F1 (an ) − F1 (0)
→ 1,
F2 (an ) − F2 (0)

as n → ∞,

and there is an index N such that Qn > c for all n ≥ N . In turn,
f2 (x) · Qn > f2 (x) · c > f1 (x),
and by rearranging terms,
f1 (x)
f2 (x)
<
,
F1 (an ) − F1 (0)
F2 (an ) − F2 (0)

(12)

for all x ≥ x0 and all n ≥ N . The last inequality (12) lets us compare the two approximations easily by the same arguments as have been used in the proof of lemma I.2.4,
and the claim follows.

By virtue of lemma I.2.7, we can extend the strict preference relation to distributions
that satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma but need not have compact support anymore.
Precisely, we would strictly prefer one distribution over the other, if all truncated approximations are ultimately preferable over one another.
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Definition I.2.8 (Extended Preference Relation ≺) Let F1 , F2 be distribution functions of nonnegative random variables that have infinite support and continuous density
functions f1 , f2 . We (strictly) prefer F1 over F2 , denoted as F1 ≺ F2 , if for every sequence an → ∞ there is an index N so that the approximations F̂i,n for i = 1, 2 satisfy
F̂1,n ≺ F̂2,n whenever n ≥ N .
The -relation is defined alike, i.e., the ultimate preference of F2 over F1 on any
sequence of approximations.
Definition I.2.8 is motivated by the above arguments on comparability on common
supports, and lemma I.2.7 provides us with a handy criterion to decide the extended
strict preference relation.
Example I.2.9 It is a simple matter to verify that any two out of the three kinds of
extreme value distributions (Gumbel, Frechet, Weibull) satisfy the above condition, thus
are strictly preferable over one another, depending on their particular parametrization.
Definition I.2.8 can, however, not applied to every pair of distributions, as the following
example shows.
Example I.2.10 Take the “Poisson-like” distributions with parameter λ > 0,
( k/2
(
λ
−λ , when k is even;
0,
when k is even;
e
(k/2)!
f1 (k) ∝
, f2 (k) ∝
λ(k−1)/2 −λ
, otherwise
0,
otherwise.
((k−1)/2)! e
It is a simple matter to verify that no constant c < 1 can ever make f1 < c · f2 and
that all moments exist. However, neither distribution is preferable over the other, since
finite approximations based on the sequence an := n will yield alternatingly preferable
approximations.
An occasionally simpler condition that implies the hypothesis of definition I.2.8 is
f1 (x)
= 0.
x → ∞ f2 (x)
lim

(13)

The reason is simple: if the condition of definition I.2.8 were violated, then there is an infinite sequence (xn )n∈N for which f1 (xn ) ≥ c · f2 (xn ) for all c < 1. In that case, there is a
subsequence (xnk )k∈N for which limk → ∞ f1 (xnk )/f2 (xnk ) ≥ c. Letting c → 1, we can construct a further subsequence of (xnk )k∈N to exhibit that lim supn → ∞ (f1 (xn )/f2 (xn )) =
1, so that condition (13) would be refuted.
Remark I.2.11 It must be emphasized that the above line of arguments does not provide
us with a mean to extend the - or ≡-relations accordingly. For example, an attempt to
define  and ≡ as above is obviously doomed to failure, as asking for two densities f1 , f2
to satisfy f1 (x) ≤ c1 · f2 (x) ultimately (note the intentional relaxation of < towards ≤),
and f2 (x) ≤ c2 · f1 (x) ultimately for two constants c1 , c2 < 1 is nonsense.
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A straightforward extension of  can be derived from (based on) the conclusion of
lemma I.2.7:
Definition I.2.12 Let F1 , F2 be two distributions supported on the entire nonnegative
real half-line R+ with continuous densities f1 , f2 . Let (an )n∈N be a diverging sequence
towards ∞, and let F̂i,n for i = 1, 2 denote the density Fi truncated to have support
[0, an ]. We define F1  F2 if and only if for every sequence (an )n∈N there is some index
N so that F̂1,n  F̂2,n for every n ≥ N .
More compactly and informally spoken, definition I.2.12 demands preference on all
approximations with finite support except for at most finitely many exceptions near the
origin.
Obviously, preference among distributions with finite support implies the extended
preference relation to hold in exactly the same way (since the sequence of approximations will ultimately become constant when an overshoots the bound of the support), so
definition I.2.12 extends the -relation in this sense. This observation justifies our choice
of definition I.2.12 as a valid extension of  from distributions with compact support to
those with infinite support.
Unfortunately, the extended -relation is not as easy to decide as (extended) strict
preference and usually calls for computing the moment sequences analytically to be able
to compare them in the long run.
Nevertheless, example I.2.9 substantiates the expectation that practically relevant
distributions over R+ may indeed compare w.r.t. ≺ or  by definition I.2.8 or criterion
(13). While it is easy to exhibit distributions with infinite support that ≺-compare in the
sense of definition I.2.12, their practical relevance or even occurrence is not guaranteed.
Example I.2.13, however, shows that preference relations are indeed non-empty if they
are defined like (9) for distributions with infinite support.
Example I.2.13 Let X ∼ F1 be a Gaussian random variable. It is well-known that
any Gaussian distribution has finite moments of all orders, so let us call the resulting
sequence (an )n∈N . Furthermore, let us construct another sequence (bn )n∈N being identical to (an )n∈N , except for finitely many indices I = {i1 , i2 , . . . , ik } for which we choose
bj < aj whenever j ∈ I and bj := aj otherwise. It is easy to see that the existence of
the moment-generating function µX for F1 implies the existence of a moment-generating
function µY for a random variable Y ∼ F2 that has moment sequence (bn )n∈N (since the
power-series µX dominates the series µY ). However, it is equally clear that µX 6= µY .
Thus, F1 6= F2 although F1 ≡ F2 , since the mismatch is only on finitely many indices,
and the complement set of these must be in the ultrafilter.

I.2.6. Interpretation and Implications of Preferences
Having defined preferences among probability distributions, we now look at what F1 
F2 actually means. A simple first impression is gained by considering cases in which the
first few moments match. For that sake, let F1 , F2 be two distributions for which no
preference has been determined so far.
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• If µ1 = E(F1 ) < µ2 = E(F2 ), then we prefer the distribution with smaller mean.
That is, decisions that yield to less average risk would be -preferred.
• If the means are equal, then we prefer whatever distribution has smaller second
moment (by virtue of Steiner’s theorem). In other words, the preferred among
F1 , F2 would be the one with smaller variance, or otherwise said, the distribution
whose outcome is “more predictable” in the sense of varying less around its mean.
• Upon equal mean and variance, the third moment would make the difference. This
moment is the skewness, and we would prefer the distribution for which E X 3
is smaller, i.e., the distribution that “leans more to the left”. The respective
distribution would assign more likelihood to smaller outcomes, thus giving less
risk.
We refrain here from extending the above intuitions to cover cases when kurtosis tips
the scale, as the physical meaning of this quantity is debatable and no consensus among
statisticians exists so far. Instead, we give the following result that makes the above
intuitions more explicit in the sense of saying that:
If F1  F2 , then “extreme events” are less likely to occur under F1 than
under F2 .
The rigorous version of this, which especially clarifies the adjective “extreme”, is the
following theorem:
Theorem I.2.14 Let X1 ∼ F1 , X2 ∼ F2 , where F1 , F2 satisfy assumption I.1.3. If
F1  F2 , then there exists a threshold x0 ∈ supp(F1 ) ∪ supp(F2 ) so that for every x ≥ x0 ,
we have Pr(X1 > x) ≤ Pr(X2 > x).
Proof. Let f1 , f2 be the density functions of F1 , F2 . Call Ω = supp(F1 )∪supp(F2 ) = [0, a]
the common support of both densities, and take ξ = inf {x ∈ Ω : f1 (x) = f2 (x) = 0}.
Suppose there were an ε > 0 so that f1 > f2 on every interval [ξ − δ, ξ] whenever δ < ε,
i.e., f1 would be larger than f2 until both densities vanish (notice that f1 = f2 = 0
on the right of ξ). Then the proof of lemma I.2.4 delivers the argument by which we
would find a K ∈ N so that E X1k > E X2k for every k ≥ K, which would contradict
F1  F2 . Therefore, there must be a neighborhood [ξ − δ, ξ] on which f1 (x) ≤ f2 (x)
for all x ∈ [ξ − δ, ξ]. The claim follows immediately by setting x0 = ξ − δ, since
Rξ
Rξ
taking x ≥ x0 , we end up with x f1 (t)dt ≤ x f2 (t)dt, and for i = 1, 2 we have
Rξ
Ra

x fi (t)dt = x fi (t)dt = Pr{Xi > x}.
Observe that this is compatible with the common goals of statistical risk management
[9] in other sectors, such as financial business: the preference-relation  compares the
tails of distributions, and optimization w.r.t.  seeks to “push” the mass assigned by a
distribution towards lower damages. Essentially, we thus focus on large deviations (damages), which intuitively makes sense, as small deviations from the expected behavior may
(most likely) be taken by the system’s (designed) natural resilience against distortions.
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We close this section by giving a few examples showing graphically how different
distributions compare against each other.
Example I.2.15 (different mean, same variance) Consider two Gumbel-distributions
X ∼ F1 = Gumbel(31.0063, 1.74346) and Y ∼ F2 = Gumbel(32.0063, 1.74346), where a
density for Gumbel(a, b) is given by
1 x−a x−a
f (x|a, b) = e b −e b ,
b
where a ∈ R and b > 0 are the location and scale parameter.

Figure 2: Comparing distributions with different means
Computations reveal that under the given parameters, the means are E(X) = 30, E(Y ) =
31 and Var (X) = Var (Y ) = 5. Figure 2 plots the respective densities of F1 (dashed)
and F2 (solid line). The respective moment sequences evaluate to
 
E X k = (30, 905, 27437.3, 835606, 2.55545 × 107 , . . .),
 
E Y k = (31, 966, 30243.3, 950906, 3.00162 × 107 , . . .),
thus showing that F1  F2 . This is consistent with the intuition that the preferred
distribution gives less expected damage.
Example I.2.16 (same mean, different variance) Let us now consider two Gumbeldistributions X ∼ F1 = Gumbel(6.27294, 2.20532) and Y ∼ F2 = Gumbel(6.19073, 2.06288),
for which E(X) = E(Y ) = 5 but Var (X) = 8 > Var (Y ) = 7.
Figure 3 plots the respective densities of F1 (dashed) and F2 (solid line). The respective
moment sequences evaluate to
 
E X k = (5, 33, 219.215, 1654.9, 11957.8, . . .),
 
E Y k = (5, 32, 208.895, 1517.51, 10806.8, . . .),
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Figure 3: Comparing distributions with equal means but different variance
thus showing that F2  F1 . This is consistent with the intuition that among two actions
leading to the same expected loss, the preferred one would be one for which the variation
around the mean is smaller; thus the loss prediction is “more stable”.
Example I.2.17 (different distributions, same mean and variance) Let us now
consider a situation in which the expected loss (first moment) and variation around
the mean (second moment) are equal, but the distributions are different in terms of their
shape. Specifically, let X ∼ F1 = Gamma(260.345, 0.0373929) and Y ∼ W eibull(20, 10),
with densities as follows:
(
x
b−a xa−1 e− b
,
x > 0;
Γ(a)
fGamma (x|a, b) =
0,
otherwise

a
 ae−( xb ) ( x )a−1
b
,
x > 0;
fWeibull (x|a, b) =
b

0,
otherwise

Figure 4: Comparing distributions with matching first two moments but different shapes
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Figure 4 plots the respective densities of F1 (dashed) and F2 (solid line). The respective
moment sequences evaluate to
 
E X k = (9.73504, 95.1351, 933.259, 9190.01, 90839.7, . . .),
 
E Y k = (9.73504, 95.1351, 933.041, 9181.69, 90640.2, . . .),
thus showing that F2  F1 . In this case, going with the distribution that visually “‘leans
more towards lower damages” would be flawed, since F1 nonetheless assigns larger likelihood to larger damages. The moment sequence, on the contrary, unambiguously points
out F2 as the preferred distribution. This illustrates Theorem I.2.14.

I.3. Games with Uncertain Payoffs
Given a total ordering  on the set of actions as defined in section I.2, we can go on lifting
the remaining concepts and results of game theory to our new setting. In particular,
we will have to investigate zero-sum competitions and Nash-equilibria in games whose
payoffs are probability distributions. Before, however, it pays to look at arithmetics in
our chosen subset of hyperreal numbers that represent our payoff distributions. It turns
out that things cannot be straightforwardly be carried over, as we will illustrate in the
next section.

I.3.1. Arithmetic in F ⊂ R∞ /U
The space R∞ /U is elsewhere known as the set of hyperreal numbers. Together with
the ordering relation defined in the same way as (9), and because U is an ultrafilter, F
is actually a field, and in many ways behaves like the real numbers. This is due to the
ultrafilter acts in much the same way as a maximal ideal, when the quotient structure is
formed. For example, we can soundly define min- and max-operators on F. Furthermore,
we can add and subtract elements from F in the canonical way by applying the respective
operation pairwise on the sequences’ elements. Likewise, we can define an absolute-value
function |x| = (|xi |)i∈N on the sequences, which naturally satisfies the triangle inequality
because the sequence’s elements are from R. However, we stress that the absolute value
does not induce a metric on F (even though it satisfies the necessary conditions), as the
absolute value under this definition is not real-valued. This is one difference to the field
R.
A more important difference is the observation that any probability distribution satisfying assumption I.1.3 can be represented by an element in F, but the converse is not
true! For instance, given F ∈ F as a representative of some probability distribution, the
element (−F ) as being the sequence of moments of F , only with negative signs, does not
represent a distribution (in general, and specifically under assumption I.1.3). Neither is
the sum of two moments necessarily the moment of some other probability distribution.
Finally, observe that the zero element 0 = (0, 0, . . .) does not define a proper probability
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distribution. Hence, the concept of a “zero-sum game” must be replaced by the (strategically equivalent) concept of a constant-sum game, to properly define things. This issue
will not be of any particular importance in the following.
Our proofs will nevertheless heavily rely on the existence of a well-defined ordering
and arithmetic on the subset F of the hyperreals. The fact that in lack of an explicit
representation of U we cannot do arbitrary arithmetic somewhat limits the candidate
algorithms to analyze the games and compute equilibria and security strategies, however,
this limitation is not severe and can be overcome in our context of application.

I.3.2. Continuity of F (p, q)(r) in (p, q)
The existence of Nash-equilibria crucially hinges on the continuity of payoff functionals
(in the classical setting). The existence of a topology on the hyperreal set that we
consider lets us soundly define continuity in terms of the topology, but proving our
payoff distribution function (3) to be continuous is so far an open issue, and this gap
shall be closed now.
To establish continuity of the distribution-valued utility function u(p, q) := F (p, q)
we have to show that any set in the topology T , i.e., any open set in F, has a preimage
under u that is open in S1 × S2 w.r.t. the product topology. The following lemma
establishes the important steps towards this conclusion by exploiting the ordering and
arithmetic within F. Hereafter, we consider (F ⊂ R∞ /U, T , ≺) as an ordered topological
space induced by an arbitrary ultrafilter U.
Lemma I.3.1 Let r1 , . . . , rk ∈ F for k ≥ 1 be a set of fixed elements, and
P take α =
(α1 , . . . , αk ) ∈ Rk . If two elements `, u ∈ F bound the weighted sum ` ≺ ki=1 αi ri =
e T r ≺ u for every α
e
αT r ≺ u, then there is some strictly positive δ ∈ R so that ` ≺ α
k
within a δ-neighborhood of α in R .

Proof. Define ∆ := min αT r − `, u − αT r  0 and r := max {r1 , . . . , rk }. Suppose
that we would modify all weights αi to αP
ei . If so,P
then the so-modified sum differs
i +δi = α
e T r − αT r ≤ ki=1 |δi | ri ≤ r · ki=1 |δi |. Now, suppose that all
from the given one by α
P
|δi | ≤ δ, then the change alters αT r by a magnitude of no more than r · ki=1 δi ≤ r · k · δ.
As k and r are fixed, we can choose δ sufficiently small to satisfy r · k · δ ≺ ∆, in which
e T r − αT r < ∆, and therefore ` ≺ α
e T r ≺ u for any choice of α
e
case we must have α
within an δ-neighborhood of α in the maximum-norm on Rk .

By virtue of lemma I.3.1, continuity of F (p, q) is easily implied by the continuity of
the weights Cp,q (i, j) in (p, q).
Proposition I.3.2 Let i, j be integers and define the function Dij : S1 × S2 → R as
Dij (p, q) = Cp,q (i, j) = Prp,q (i, j). If Dij is continuous
and all Fij satisfy assumption
P
I.1.3, then the mapping F : S1 × S2 → F; (p, q) 7→ i,j Cp,q (i, j)Fij is continuous w.r.t.
the product topology on S1 × S2 and the order topology on F.
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Proof. Without a metric on F, we need to show that the preimage of every open set
in F under F is open to prove that F is continuous. For that sake, let the open set
(`, u) ∈ T be arbitrary and contain some point F (p, q) (which must exist, for otherwise,
the
P set of preimages would be empty). To ease notation, let us flatten the double-sum
i,j into an ordinary sum (say, by introducing a multiindex ν) over k = n · m elements,
where n, mPare the limits in the original expression. Then, the mapping takes the form
F (p, q) = kν=1 Dν (p, q)Fν . With the weights α being defined by the individual values
of Dν (p, q) = Cp,q (ν), we can apply lemma I.3.1 to establish a bound δ > 0 within
e without leaving the open set (`, u).
which we can arbitrarily alter the weights towards α
Since C is continuous on compact S1 × S2 it is also uniformly continuous, and we can
fix a δ 0 > 0 so that kDν (p0 , q 0 ) − Dν (p, q)k < δ whenever k(p, q) − (p0 , q 0 )k < δ 0 , independently of the particular point (p, q). The sought pre-image of the open set (`, u) is
thus the (infinite) union of open neighborhoods constructed in the way described, and
thus itself open.


I.3.3. Security Strategies and Zero-Sum Games
Given the continuity and ordering of payoffs in games that reward players with random
variables, our next step is the definition of zero-sum games in this context. We rephrase
the standard definition of a zero-sum equilibrium using the preference relation  in the
straightforward fashion, by defining a two-person game Γ0 = ({1, 2} , {S1 , S2 } , {F, −F })
as usual, but keeping the following in mind:
∞
• When (ai )∞
i=1 defines the probability distribution F , then −F is defined by (−ai )i=1 ,
but not necessarily defines a valid probability distribution any more. To see this,
simply recall that the Taylor-series (6) would upon all negative moments define a
negative-valued function µX (s) < 0, which cannot be a moment-generating function, since µX (s) = E esX ≥ 0 in any case.

• The sum F + (−F ) being computed in R∞ /U is defined as the sequence that is
constantly zero. Again, this does not define a probability distribution in the proper
sense. However, strategic equivalence (as in the classical theory of games) tells the
set of equilibria does not change if the payoffs of both players get a constant value
added to them (in that case, the payoffs on either side are changed by the same
value, leaving all inequalities intact). By the same token, we may think of constantsum games, which avoid degenerate cases as above (where two distributions add
up to something that is no longer a distribution).
The familiar equilibrium condition in a two-player zero-sum game Γ can be rephrased
as follows: a strategy profile (p∗ , q ∗ ) ∈ S1 × S2 is a (Nash-)equilibrium, if for every
(p, q) ∈ S1 × S2 ,
F (p, q ∗ )  F (p∗ , q ∗ )  F (p∗ , q),
(14)
i.e., any deviation from the optimal profile (p∗ , q ∗ ) would worsen the situation of either
player (in either a zero- or constant-sum competition).
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Before security strategies can be defined properly, we need to assure existence of
equilibria profiles in our modified setting. In this regard, Glicksberg’s theorem, which
generalizes Nash’s original theorem, helps out:
Theorem I.3.3 (see [6] and [5, Theorem 1.3]) Consider a strategic-form game whose
strategy spaces Si are nonempty compact subsets of a metric space. If the payoff functions are continuous w.r.t. the metric, then there exists a Nash-equilibrium in mixed
strategies.
It is a simple matter to verify that
• both sets P S1 , P S2 are finite subsets of R (or Rd for d > 1) and hence compact
w.r.t. all norms on this Euclidian space, and
• the payoff functions are continuous by lemma I.3.2,
so that a Nash-equilibrium in the sense of (14) exists by theorem I.3.3.
Furthermore, any saddle-point satisfying (14) defines the same payoff distribution in
the sense of possibly defining a different representative but in any case pinning down
the same equivalence class of distributions in R∞ / ≡, where ≡ is defined by (10). The
proof is a restatement of Theorem 3.12 in [17].
Lemma I.3.4 Let a continuous function F : P S1 × P S2 → F be given, where P S1 ⊆
Rn1 , P S2 ⊆ Rn2 . Furthermore, let (p0 , q 0 ) and (p∗ , q ∗ ) be two different saddle-points .
Then, (p∗ , q 0 ) and (p0 , q ∗ ) are also saddle-points, and
F (p0 , q 0 ) ≡ F (p∗ , q ∗ ) ≡ F (p∗ , q 0 ) ≡ F (p0 , q ∗ ).
Proof. The proof is by direct checking of the saddle-point condition, i.e.,
F (p∗ , q 0 )  F (p0 , q 0 )  F (p0 , q ∗ )  F (p∗ , q ∗ )  F (p∗ , q 0 )
⇒F (p0 , q 0 ) ≡ F (p∗ , q ∗ ) ≡ F (p0 , q ∗ ) ≡ F (p∗ , q 0 ).
(p0 , q ∗ ) is saddle-point,
F (p, q ∗ )  F (p∗ , q ∗ ) ≡ F (p0 , q ∗ ) ≡ F (p0 , q 0 )  F (p0 , q).
The fact that (p∗ , q 0 ) is a saddle-point is proved analogously.



Lemma I.3.4 permits calling v ≡ F (p∗ , q ∗ ) the saddle-point value of the zero-sum
game Γ0 . With this, we are ready to step forward towards defining security strategies.
For security strategies in the general case of two-person games with arbitrary payoffs,
let us denote the general game by Γ = ({1, 2} , {S1 , S2 } , {F, G}), in which player 1 has
payoff structure F , and player 2 has payoff structure G. Let Γ0 denote the associated
zero-sum competition that – adopting a worst-case assumption – substitutes an unknown
G by (−F ), i.e., Γ0 = ({1, 2} , {S1 , S2 } , {F, −F }).
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Theorem I.3.5 Let Γ be an arbitrary two-person game, and let Γ0 be its associated
zero-sum competition with equilibrium profile (p∗ , q ∗ ). Then, for every (p, q) ∈ S1 × S2 ,
we have
v  F (p, q),
(15)
and the strategy q ∗ achieves equality in (15).
Proof. Observe that the payoff F (p, q) is the same for player 1 in both games Γ and
Γ0 . So, if player 1 follows an equilibrium profile (p∗ , q ∗ ) of Γ0 , then the saddle-point
condition (14) yields
v ≡ F (p∗ , q ∗ )  F (p∗ , q),
(16)
for every q, with equality being achieved by q ∗ , obviously. Since player 2 will play to the
best of its own benefit in Γ, call the equilibrium profile in Γ (which exists by theorem
I.3.3) (p, q). In Γ, however, player 1 deviates by playing p∗ thus increasing the payoff
for player 2. Thus, we can continue inequality (16) on the right side towards
F (p∗ , q)  F (p, q).
The theorem is now immediate from expressions (16) and (17).

(17)


I.4. Optimizing Multiple Security Goals
In case of multiple goals to be defended, we turn the two conclusions of theorem I.3.5 for
scalar-valued games into two axioms on vector-valued games. This leads to the following
definition from [13]:
Definition I.4.1 (Multi-Goal Security Strategy with Assurance)
A strategy p∗ ∈ S1 in a two-person multi-criteria game with continuous payoff u1 :
S1 × S2 → Fd for the service provider (player 1), is called a Multi-Goal Security Strategy
with Assurance (MGSS) with assurance v = (V1 , . . . , Vd ) ∈ Fd if two criteria are met:
Axiom 1: Assurance The values in v are the component-wise guaranteed payoff for
player 1, i.e. for all components i, we have
(i)

Vi  u1 (p∗ , q)

∀q ∈ S2 ,

(18)

with equality being achieved by at least one choice qi ∈ S2 .
Axiom 2: Efficiency At least one assurance becomes void if player 1 deviates from p∗
by playing p 6= p∗ . In that case, some qp ∈ S2 exists (that depends on p) such that
u1 (p, qp ) 1 v.
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(19)

I.4.1. Characterization and Existence of Security Strategies
The existence of MGSS in the sense of definition I.4.1 hinges on a few basic facts about
continuous real-valued functions. Fortunately, it turns out that the only ingredient
needed is uniform continuity of payoffs on compact strategy spaces. The precise fact
used to establish the existence of multi-criteria security strategies is the following [13]:
Let u1 : P S1 × P S2 → Rd be player 1’s payoff function, and let it be continuous. Since P S1 × P S2 is compact, given any ε > 0, we can find a δ > 0 such
that ku1 (x, y) − u1 (x0 , y 0 )k∞ < ε, whenever kx − yk∞ < δ.
This argument can be transferred easily to our setting, by a simple inspection of the
proofs of lemma I.3.1 and proposition I.3.2.
Proposition I.3.2 tells that F : S1 × S2 → F is continuous w.r.t. the topologies on
|P
R S1 |·|P S2 | and the ordering topology on F. So, let (−ε, +ε) for 0 ≺ ε ∈ F be an open
interval, then we can find some real δ > 0 such that whenever k(p, q) − (p0 , q 0 )k∞ < δ,
we have −ε ≺ F (p, q) − F (p0 , q 0 ) ≺ ε by construction of δ (see the proofs of lemma
I.3.1 and proposition I.3.2). More importantly, the δ is constructed only from ε but
is independent of (p, q). Hence, F is indeed uniformly continuous 6 . For vector-valued
payoffs F : (p, q) 7→ (F (1) (p, q), . . . , F (d) (p, q)), uniform continuity is inherited in the
canonical way.
Furthermore, we need a proper replacement for the ∞-norm on Rd , which will work
on elements x ∈ Fd . This replacement is JxK∞ = J(x1 , . . . , xd )K∞ := max {|x1 | , . . . , |xd |}
for (x1 , . . . , xd ) ∈ Fd , which “resembles” the ∞-norm on the real space. The slight
difference in the notation shall highlight the fact that J·K∞ is technically not a norm, as
it maps onto elements of F rather than real numbers.
Lemma I.4.2 is proved here for the sake of rigor, but is the only part from [13] that
requires a reconsideration. The main result needed here will be theorem I.4.4, whose
proof will then rest on our version of lemma I.4.2.
Lemma I.4.2 Let Γ be a multi-criteria game, and let p∗ be a multi-goal security provie ≺ v is
sioning strategy with assurance v, assuming that one exists. Then, no vector v
∗
an assurance for p .
e ≺ v, put ε := min1≤i≤k {vi − vei } and observe that ε  0. Since F is
Proof. Let v
uniformly continuous, a δ  0 exists for which k(p, q) − (p0 , q 0 )k∞ ≺ δ implies JF (p, q)−
F (p0 , q 0 )K∞ ≺ 2ε .
Consider the mapping uq : S1 → Rk , uq (p) := F (p, q), which is as well uniformly
continuous on S1 by the same argument. So, k(p∗ , q) − (p0 , q)k∞ = kp∗ − p0 k∞ ≺ δ
implies Juq (p∗ ) − uq (p0 )K∞ = max1≤i≤k F (i) (p∗ , q) − F (i) (p0 , q) ≺ 2ε ∀q ∈ S2 . It
follows that F (i) (p∗ , q) − F (i) (p0 , q) ≺ 2ε for i = 1, . . . , k and all q ∈ S2 , and consequently maxq∈S2 F (i) (p∗ , q) − F (i) (p0 , q) ≺ 2ε . Now, selecting any p0 6= p∗ within an
6

The definition on topological spaces (without relying on a metric) is the following: a function f : X → Y
is uniformly continuous, if for any neighborhood B of zero in Y , there is a neighborhood A of zero in
X so that x − y ∈ A implies f (x) − f (y) ∈ B. This definition is satsified by our “distribution-valued”
function F : S1 × S2 → F.
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δ-neighborhood of p∗ , we end up asserting F (i) (p0 , q)  F (i) (p∗ , q) − 2ε for every i and
q ∈ S2 .
Using F (i) (p∗ , q)  vi , we can continue by saying that F (i) (p0 , q)  vi − 2ε  vi − ε.
By definition of ε, we have vi − vei  ε, so that F (i) (p0 , q)  vei for all i, contradicting
e were to be a valid assurance vector.
(19) if v

To compute MGSS, we apply a simple trick: we cast the two-person game in which
player 1 pursuits d goals into a (d + 1)-person game in which player 1 defends himself
against d adversaries, each of which refers to a single security goal. The scenario is a
“one-against-all” game, for which numerical solution techniques (e.g., fictitious play) are
known. This is subject of upcoming companion work.
Definition I.4.3 (Auxiliary Game) Let a multiobjective game
Γ = ({1, 2} , {S1 , S2 } , {F1 , F2 })
be given, where player 1 receives d ≥ 1 outcomes through the (known) payoff F1 =
(1)
(d)
(F1 , . . . , F1 ). Assume F2 to be unknown. We define the (d + 1)-player multiobjective
game Γ = (N, S, H) as follows:
• N := {0, 1, . . . , d}, is the player set,
• S := {S1 , S2 , . . . , S2 } is the strategy multiset containing d copies of S2 (one for
each opponent in N ),
• the payoffs are
– vector-valued for player 0, who gets
(1)

(d)

F 0 (s0 , . . . , sd ) := (F1 (s0 , s1 ), . . . , F1 (s0 , sd )),
– scalar for all opponents i = 1, 2, . . . , d, receiving
(i)

F i (s0 , . . . , sd ) := −F1 (s0 , si ).
The game Γ is called the auxiliary game for Γ.
Theorem I.4.4 Let Γ be a two-player multi-objective game with d ≥ 1 distributionvalued payoffs. The situation p∗ constitutes a network provisioning strategy with assurance v for player 1 in the game Γ, if and only if it is a Pareto-Nash equilibrium strategy
for player 0 in the auxiliary (d + 1)-player game Γ according to definition I.4.3.
Proof (Sketch). The proof from [13] transfers with obvious changes to our setting, except for the above version of Lemma I.4.2 being used in the last step.

Theorem I.4.4 equates the set of multi-goal security strategies to the set of ParetoNash equilibria in a conventional game. Existence of such equilibria is assured by the
following theorem:
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Theorem I.4.5 ([8]) Let Γ = ({1, . . . , p} , {S1 , . . . , Sp } , {F1 , . . . , Fp }) be a p-player
multiobjective game, where S1 , . . . , Sp are convex compact sets and F1 , . . . , Fp represent vector-valued continuous payoff functions (where payoff for player i is composed
from ri ≥ 1 values). Moreover, let us assume that for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} each com(k)
ponent Fi (s1 , s2 , . . . , si−1 , si , si+1 , . . . , sp ), k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ri }, of the vector function Fi
represents a concave function w.r.t. si on Si for fixed s1 , . . . , si−1 , si+1 , . . . , sp . Then
the multiobjective game Γ has a Pareto-Nash equilibrium.
It is almost straightforward to apply theorem I.4.5, since almost all conditions have
been verified already: we have p = 2 players, whose (vector-valued) payoffs are continuous by proposition I.3.2, transferred canonically to the vector-valued case (which means
that player 0 in the auxiliary game has r0 = d payoffs, and every opponent i = 1, . . . , d
has ri = 1 payoff). Likewise, the action spaces P S1 , P S2 that we consider are finite
subsets of R, and hence the simplex of discrete probability distributions S1 , S2 are compact and convex sets. However, it remains generally open whether or not the payoff
functions are concave. Under independent choices of actions – cf. section I.2.1 – this is
assured, and theorem I.4.5 applies. However, if the actions are chosen interdependently,
i.e., we have a nontrivial copula modeling the interplay, concavity of the payoffs must
be determined upon the explicit structure of (4).

I.4.2. Relation to Bayesian Decisions
To embed the minimax-like decision finding that we described in a Bayesian framework, recall that a Bayesian decision is one that is optimal w.r.t. the a-posteriori
loss-distribution that incorporates all information. Informally spoken, such decisions
naturally give rise to minimax-decisions, if the loss-distribution is the least favourable
one. Our minimax approach, on the contrary, has the opponent player 2 look exactly
for this least favourable distribution, and the zero-sum assumption then implies that a
multi-goal security strategy in the sense of I.4.1 can be viewed as a Bayesian decision
w.r.t. the Pareto-Nash opponent-strategy in the “zero-sum” auxiliary game associated
with our multi-criteria competition (cf. theorem I.4.5).
A full fledged treatment of Bayesian decision theory can be found in [14]. We abstain
from transferring this framework to our setting, as there appears to be no immediate
benefit in doing so, due of the inherent lack of information that risk management here.
In other words, while Bayesian decisions heavily rely on data, such data is not usually
available in the context of security and defenses against unknown attackers. Attacks like
eavesdropping are intrinsically unobservable (in most practically relevant cases), and the
consequences may be observed delayed and under fuzzyness.
Summing up, minimax decision as we compute them here may indeed be pessimistic
relative to a “more informed” Bayesian decision. Under the expected lack of information
that risk management often suffers from, however, it is nevertheless the best that we can
do (theoretically).
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I.5. Compiling Quantitative Risk Measures
The outcome of the game-theoretic analysis is in any case two-fold, consisting of:
• An optimal choice rule p∗ over the set of actions P S1 , and
• An lower-bound distribution V ∗ (or vector v if we optimize multiple goals as in
section I.4) for the random payoff that can be obtained from the game. This payoff
is optimal in the sense of not being improvable without risking the existence of
an attack strategy that causes greater damage than predicted by V ∗ . This bound
is valid if and only if actions are drawn at random from P S1 according to the
distribution p∗ .
While the optimal action choice distribution p∗ is easy to interpret, compiling crisp
risk figures from the payoff value V ∗ (or a vector v thereof) requires some more thoughts.
A common approach to risk quantisation is by the well-known “rule-of-thumb”
risk = (incident likelihood) × (damage caused by the incident),

(20)

The beauty of this formula lies in its compatibility with any nominal or numerical scale
of likelihoods and damages, while at the same time, it enjoys a rigorous mathematical
fundament, part of which is game theory.
Indeed, formula (20) is essentially the expected value of the loss-distribution that is
specified by the damage potential of all known incidents, together with their likelihoods.
The distribution V ∗ that we obtain from our analysis of games with distribution-valued
payoffs is much more general and thus informative: let v be the optimal distribution,
then:
• Formula (20) is merely the first moment of V ∗ , i.e.,
risk = likelihood × damage = E(R) , when R ∼ V ∗

where the last quantity is equal to E(V ∗ ) = E R1 (p∗ , q ∗ ) that can be computed
from equation (5). The missing value q ∗ is here exactly the optimal strategy for the
attacker in the hypothetical zero-sum competition that is set up to compute the
sought security strategy p∗ . In other words, the value q ∗ is a natural by-product
of the computation of p∗ and delivered together with it.
• Beyond the crisp result that formula (20) delivers, the distribution V can be analyzed for higher moments too, such as variance of the damage, or quantiles that
would provide us with probabilistic risk bounds: for example, computing the 5%and 95%-quantiles of V gives two bounds within the damage will range with a
90% likelihood. This may be another interesting figure for decision support, which
cannot be obtained on the classical way via formula (20).
If the results refer to a MGSS, then the above reasoning holds for every component of the
assurance vector v = (V1∗ , . . . , Vd∗ ). That is, risk figures can be computed independently
for every aspect of interest.
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Remark I.5.1 The entries in the optimal attack strategy q ∗ are an optimal choice rule
over the set of attacker’s actions P S2 . As such, they can be taken as indicators to
neuralgic spots in the infrastructure. However, it must be emphasized that equilibria,
and hence also security strategies, are notoriously non-unique. Therefore, the indication
by q ∗ is only one among many other possible ones, and thus must not be used isolated
from or as a substitute for other/further information and expertise.
Remark I.5.2 As an alternative quantity of interest, one may ask for the expected
maximum repair costs over a duration of (unchanging) infrastructure provisioning p and
risk situation q. In adopting such an approach, we can put Mn := max {R1 , . . . , Rn },
but then find
Pr{Mn ≤ r} = Pr{R1 ≤ r, R2 ≤ r, . . . , Rn ≤ r}
= Pr{R1 ≤ r} Pr{R2 ≤ r} · · · Pr{Rn ≤ r} = [(F (p, q))(r)]n ,
if the repairs induce independent costs. Since (F (p, q))(r) ≤ 1 for all r by definition of
a distribution function, we end up concluding that the long-run maximum is either zero
or one, as [(F (p, q))(r)]n → 0 if (F (p, q))(r) < 1, or remains F (p, q)(r) = 1 otherwise.
So the maximum is not as informative as we may hope under the assumptions made.
Nevertheless, modeling maxima is indeed the proper way to control risk, and theorem
I.2.14 fits our -relation and framework quite well into these classical line of approaches.

I.6. Outlook
So far, various practical issues have been left untouched, which will be covered in part
two of this report. In particular, the discussion there will include:
• Methods and models to capture extreme events (distributions commonly used in
quantitative risk management)
• Methods and algorithms to compile payoff distributions from simulation or empirical data
• Algorithms to efficiently decide preference and equivalence among probability distributions
• Algorithms to numerically compute security strategies that account for the limited
arithmetic that we can do in lack of an explicit model of the hyperreal structure
that represents our distributions.
This report is meant to provide the theoretical fundament to build the practical analysis methods that are described in the next part of it. In that sequel to this work, issues
of modeling extreme events and damage distributions for a game-theoretic risk control
will be discussed.
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Part II.

Algorithms

II.1. Introduction
Having laid the theoretical foundations in part I of this report, we now carry on describing
the algorithmic aspects and implementation notes for computing risk assurances on
concrete games with distributions as payoffs.
We start with a discussion on how to construct distributions from data in a way
that is suitable for efficiently deciding -preferences among the empirical distribution
estimates. Concrete algorithms are given for estimating continuous distribution models
(section II.2), and on how to compare the following pairs:
• two continuous distributions with finite support (section II.3) or infinite support
(section II.3.3).
• continuous distribution vs. crisp number (section II.3.2).
Chapter II.4 is devoted to algorithms for computing multi-goal security strategies.
It opens with a discussion on how to carry over conventional fictitious play to ∗ R for
one security goal (section II.4.1), highlighting several nontrivial pitfalls that must be
avoided in a practical implementation. The full algorithm is developed along a sequence
of subsections, culminating in the final description for the one-dimensional case in section
II.4.1. The generalization of the algorithm to multicriteria distributions is derived on
these grounds in section II.4.5.

II.2. Estimating Payoff Distributions from Simulations
In light of assumption I.1.3 (see [12]), it is useful to estimate payoff distributions from
data sets in a way that preserves compactness of the support and continuity of the
resulting distribution. To this end, we can construct a standard kernel density estimator
upon a kernel with compact support, such as the Epanechnikov kernel
 3
2
4 (1 − x ), |x| ≤ 1
k(x) :=
(21)
0,
otherwise,
plotted in figure 5.
Let N = {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊂ R be a sample of n real-valued simulation results, all of which
have been harvested under a fixed (i.e., constant) configuration of strategies (s1 , s2 ) ∈
P S1 × P S2 .
Nadaraya’s theoremthen assures uniform convergence of the kernel density estimator
n

fˆ(x) =

1 X
k
n·h
i=1



xi − x
h


,

(22)

towards the unknown payoff distribution density dF/dx, provided that the latter is
uniformly continuous, and the bandwidth h is set to h := c · n−α for constants c > 0 and
0 < α < 21 .
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Figure 5: Plot of the Epanechnikov kernel

II.3. Comparing Distributions Efficiently
This section is devoted to special cases of distribution models and how to compare them.
In many cases, we can avoid computing moment sequences, such as when the distribution
can be approximated or has compact support. The latter can be assured in kernel density
estimations using the Epanechnikov kernel, which is the first case discussed now.

II.3.1. Epanechnikov Kernel Density Models
Given two kernel density estimates by using their hyperreal representatives is easy, and
made precise in the following procedure:
Let fˆ1 , fˆ2 be two kernel density estimates (22), constructed from sample sets of sizes
n1 , n2 , with respective bandwidths h1 , h2 . Furthermore, let us assume that the kernel
has compact support. Let the samples be in ascending order (that can be arbitrary for
ties), i.e., the densities fˆ1 , fˆ2 are constructed from the values x1 ≤ x2 ≤ . . . ≤ xn1 and
y1 ≤ y2 ≤ . . . ≤ yn2 . To decide which one of fˆ1 , fˆ2 is preferred over the other, it suffices
to look at the largest value in each sample. Here, we distinguish the following cases:
• If xn1 + h1 < yn2 + h2 , then fˆ1 ≺ fˆ2 .
• If yn2 + h2 < xn1 + h1 , then fˆ2 ≺ fˆ1 .
• Otherwise, we must have xn1 + h1 = yn2 + h2 , in which case we go on comparing
as follows:
– If xn < yn , then fˆ1 ≺ fˆ2
1

2

– If yn2 < xn1 , then fˆ2 ≺ fˆ1
– Otherwise, we must have xn1 = xn2 , and therefore also h1 = h2 . In that case,
we discard the pair xn1 , yn2 and repeat the comparison procedure on the next
samples xn1 −1 , yn2 −1 in decreasing order on both lists.
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The effort for sorting then makes the above procedure decide the ≺-relation with complexity O(n log n), where n = max {n1 , n2 }.
The correctness of this procedure is immediately evident upon the fact that any two
distinct points zi 6= zj in a sequence of samples contribute to the (respective) density
using bandwidth h on a range [z − h, z + h], where z ∈ {zi , zj }. A subtle issue arises in
the case of categorial data (say, if the outcome is rated as “low”, “medium”, “high”), for
which identical samples may accumulate at identical positions. In that case, the density
with less samples in the higher range will be preferred. In the above process, this will
cause identical samples to be removed until either
• exactly one of the distributions has no further samples at position z, which makes
this preferred (since the other distribution assigns a nonzero likelihood to larger
damage possibilities), or
• both distributions have an equal amount of probability mass on z, in which case the
respective density functions are identical and the difference between the densities
is zero.
In any case, this means that we can ultimately assume zi 6= zj , so that the respective
intervals are not congruent. W.l.o.g., assume zi < zj , then the density is strictly positive
on the range [zj − h, zj + h] \ [zi − h, zi + h], whereas the density vanishes outside the
interval. Now, apply this reasoning to two densities, having their shapes on the right
end of their support being defined by the kernels centered around the maximum value
in either data sample. Depending on the bandwidth in each estimator and the location
of the interval, it remains to determine which density reaches farther out and remains
positive when the other density vanishes. As the proof of lemma I.2.4 shows, it is the
distribution whose support strictly overlaps the other that will have its moments grow
faster than the compared distribution. Hence, the preference relation ≺ can be decided
upon checking which estimator has the longer tail.
To improve flexibility in this regard, let us look at mixture distribution models, which
are distribution functions whose density is a mix of several (simpler) density function,
i.e.,
n
n
X
X
fmix (x) =
ωi fi (x), where
ωi = 1.
i=1

i=1

From the mix of densities, the mixed distribution is instantly discovered to be
Fmix (x) =

n
X

ωi Fi (x)

i=1

Likewise, the moments of X ∼ Fmix satisfy
  Z
E Xk =
0

∞

xk fmix (x)dx =

n
X
i=1
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ωi E Xik ,

where

Xi ∼ Fi

(23)

From the last identity, we instantly obtain that for any two distributions F1  F2 and
G1  G2 , preference holds for the mix in the same way, i.e. (by induction), if Fi ≤ Gi
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, then Fmix  Gmix , with the mixtures defined as above.
Mixture distribution models are particularly handy as they can be shown to approximate any distribution up to arbitrary precision.
Having mixtures as models, it is interesting to see what happens if the mixture is
such that components compare alternatingly. In other words, let F1 = ω1 G1 + ω2 G2 and
F2 = ω10 H1 + ω20 H2 , where G1  H1 but G2  H2 .
Here, we can take advantage of the hyperreal representation of distributions which
allows us to do arithmetics “as usual”, whereas it must strictly be emphasized that
the result of any such arithmetics no longer represents a valid distribution (nor is the
arithmetic done here in any way statistically meaningful; it is a mere vehicle towards
the sought conclusion).
More specifically, recall that any of the above distributions is represented by a sequence
of moments, and the comparison is based on which sequence grows faster than the other.
This means that by virtue of (23) and by letting the sequences (g1,n )n∈N , (g2,n )n∈N ,
(h1,n )n∈N and (h2,n )n∈N represent the distributions G1 , G2 , H1 and H2 , we end up looking at the limit


a = lim (ω1 g1,n + ω2 g2,n ) − (ω10 h1,n + ω20 h2,n )
n→∞ |
{z
} |
{z
}
represents F1

represents F2

If a ≤ 0 then F1  F2 , with strict preference if a < 0. Otherwise, we have F1  F2 ,
likewise with strict preference. More detailed criteria call for additional hypotheses,
such as the existence of closed-form expressions for the involved moments. Many special
cases, however, are easy to decide, S
such as mixes of distributions with compact support.
In that case, Fmix is supported on ni=1 supp(Fi ), and has itself compact support. Then,
all the previously given criteria apply. Hence, the above limit expression comes into play
when comparing distributions with infinite support, and calls for a full-fledged analysis
only if approximations are not reasonable.

II.3.2. Comparing Deterministic to Random Variables
Let a ∈ R be a deterministic outcome, and let Y ∼ F be a random variable with nondegenerate distribution supported on Ω = [0, b] whose density is f . We know (from part
one of this report) that a is represented by the sequence (ak )k∈N . A comparison to Y is
easy in any of the three possible cases:
1. If a < b, then a  Y : to see this, choose ε < (b − a)/3 so that f is strictly positive
on a compact set [b − ε, b − 2ε] (note that such a set must exist as f is continuous
and the support ranges until b). We can lower-bound the k-th moment of Y as

 Z b−ε
Z b
k
y f (y)dy ≥
inf f ·
y k dy
0

[b−2ε,b−ε]

b−2ε

i
1 h
=
(b − ε)k+1 − (b − 2ε)k+1 .
k+1
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Note that the infimum is positive as f is strictly positive on the compact set
[b − 2ε, b − ε]. The lower bound is essentially an exponential function to a base
larger than a, since b − 2ε > a, and thus (ultimately) grows faster than ak .
2. If a > b, then Y  a, since Y – in any possible realization – leads to strictly less
damage than a. The formal argument is now based on an upper bound to the
moments, which can be derived as follows:
Z b
Z b
1 k+1
y k f (y)dy ≤ (sup f ) ·
y k dy = (sup f )
b .
k
+
1
0
0
[0,b]
[0,b]
It is easy to see that for k → ∞, this function grows slower than ak as a > b, which
leads to the comparison result.
3. If a =
we apply the mean-value theorem to the integral occurring in
 b,R then
a
E Y k = 0 y k f (y)dy to obtain an ξ ∈ [0, a] for which
Z a
 
k
k
f (y)dy = ξ k ≤ ak
E Y
=ξ
0
| {z }
=1

for all k. Hence, Y  a in that case. An intuitive explanation stems from the fact
that Y may assign positive likelihood to events with less damage as a, whereas a
deterministic outcome is always larger or equal to anything that Y can deliver.

II.3.3. Distributions with Infinite Support
This case is difficult in general, but simple special cases may occur, for example, if
we compare a distribution with compact support to one with infinite support (such
as extreme value distributions or ones with long or fat tails). Then, the compactly
supported distribution is always preferred, by the same argument as used above (and in
the proof of lemma I.2.4).
The unfortunate case occurs when
• both distributions have infinite support, and
• neither lemma I.2.7 nor criterion (13) applies, and
• an approximation cannot be done (for whatever reason).
Then we have to work out the moment sequences. This situation is indeed problematic,
as without assumption I.1.3, we cannot even guarantee two moment sequences to diverge
(from each other) ultimately.
Appropriate examples illustrating this problem can easily be constructed by defining
distributions with alternating moments from the representation (6) (like what was done
in example I.2.13).
Example I.2.9, however, explained that extreme value distributions strictly compare
to one other depending depending on their parameterization, by applying lemma I.2.7
or criterion (13). Mixes of such distributions can perhaps replace an otherwise unhandy
model.
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II.3.4. On Paradoxical Comparisons and Finding Good Approximations
In part one of this report, finite approximations to distributions with infinite support
were proposed to fit these into our preference relation. It turns out, however, that even
distributions with finite support may lead to paradoxical and unexpected results in terms
of preference. That is, we would in any case prefer the distribution with smaller support,
but this is not necessarily the one giving us less damage in most of the cases.
To illustrate the problem, consider the two distributions plotted in figure 6 (where the
densities have been scaled only to properly visualize the issue). Observe that F2 assigns
all its mass around larger damage, while F1 generally gives much lower damages except
for rare cases that exceed the events that can occur under F2 . These rare cases, however,
extend beyond the support of distribution F1 , which based on the characterization by a
sequence of would clearly let us prefer F2 over F1 (Figure 6a). Indeed, it is easy to see
that such a result is not what we would expect or want in practice.

(a) Distributions F2  F1

(b) Truncated distributions F̂1  F̂2

Figure 6: Correcting Paradoxical Comparisons by Quantile-Based Approximations
Truncating the distributions properly can, however, easily fix the issue. To this end,
let α > 0 be a chosen and fixed threshold and cut off each distribution as soon as it
exceeds 1 − α of its mass. Precisely, we could thus cut off a distribution at its (1 − α)quantile, denoted as q1−α = F −1 (1 − α) (where F −1 is the inverse of the distribution
function; called the quantile function). Now, reconsider the previous situation with F1
and F2 , now being truncated properly (Figure 6b). Since both distributions’ supports
extend only to the point when they have assigned 99% of their mass, it is instantly
revealed that F2 does so much earlier than F1 , hence making F2 clearly the preferred
option here. The price of this fix is the acceptance of events that are less likely than α
under F2 , which can – in a fraction of α among all possible cases – give more damage
than F1 could ever do.
In other words, common approximations based on a risk acceptance threshold α, as
described above, can avoid paradoxical preferences. The assertion of theorem I.2.14
would then technically no longer hold in telling that extreme events are less likely under
the preferred distribution. This claim remains to hold only with probability 1 − α if we
cut off the distributions.
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II.4. Computing Multi-Goal Security Strategies
Roughly speaking, the basic algorithm to compute MGSS in the sense of definition
I.4.1 “simulates” a gameplay in which both players (honest defender and the full set
of adversaries, each of which corresponds to another security goal), record each others
actions and optimize their choices w.r.t. the empirical distributions7 .

II.4.1. The case of only one security goal
We start with the simpler case in which the MGSS is one-dimensional. This case boils
down to an application of regular fictitious play to a “standard” zero-sum game. The
general case of d > 1 goals can easily be reduced to the one-dimensional case, as we will
show in section II.4.5.
For that matter, it suffices to decide upon one’s best action, given that the others
choose their actions with known probabilities. This is nothing else than a mix of distributions that we need to compare to our own strategy (details of how this can be done
have been discussed above).
To exactly specify a suitable fictitious play (FP) algorithm, we will step-by-step transfer a MATLAB implementation of a regular FP algorithm as given in [19] to our modified
setting. Towards proving correctness of the algorithm in our setting, the hyperreal numbers will turn out useful.
Listing 1: Fictitious play in MATLAB for a zero-sum game with payoff matrix A ∈ Rn×m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

% MATLAB code f o r Re gula r F i c t i o u s Play
% p a y o f f matrix A and i t e r a t i o n s T must f i r s t be d e f i n e d
% m and n must be a t l e a s t 2 b e c a u s e o f max and min f u n c t i o n s
[m n ] = s i z e (A) ;
x = z e r o s ( 1 , m) ;
y = zeros (1 , n) ;
[ vlow row ] = max( min (A’ ) ) ;
[ vup c o l ] = min (max(A) ) ;
U = A( : , c o l ) ;
y( col ) = y( col ) + 1;
V = zeros (1 , n) ;
f o r it num = [ 1 : T−1]
%b e g i n RFP a l g o r i t h m
[ Umax, row ] = max(U) ;
vup = min (Umax / it num , vup ) ; %new upper bound
V = V + A( row , : ) ;
x ( row ) = x ( row ) + 1 ;
[ Vmin , c o l ] = min (V) ;
vlow = max( Vmin / it num , vlow ) ; %new l o w e r bound
U = U + A( : , c o l ) ;
y( col ) = y( col ) + 1;
end
7

in the literature, this is called a belief sequence.
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Lines 4, . . . , 6 in the algorithm cover matters of initialization, where we determine the
size of the payoff structure (n×m being assumed here), and initialize the solution vectors
x and y to all zero. Upon termination of the algorithm, x and y will approximate the
MGSS p∗ and an optimal adversarial mixed strategy q ∗ as in definition I.4.1.
Note that our problem is to minimize player 1’s loss, while player 2 (adversary) attempts to maximize the damage. This is essentially the opposite of what is implemented
in listing 1, so that our first modification is to swap all calls to min and max in the entire
algorithm (lines 1 . . . 21). The rest of the algorithm until line 11 remains unchanged.
Now for the loop (lines 12 . . . 21): during the initialization phase, the FP algorithm
chooses an arbitrary initial pure strategy 1 ≤ i1 ≤ n for player 1 (done in lines 7 and 8
of listing 1). From then on, the players alternatingly choose their next pure strategies
as a best reply assuming that the other player selects at random from her/his previous
choices. That is, let the history of player 1’s moves be i1 , . . . , ik over the past k iterations
of FP, then player 2 chooses his strategy jk so as to minimize the average payoff
k
1X
jk = argmin
ai` ,j ,
j∈P S2 k

(24)

`=1

when the payoff matrix is A = (ai,j )n,m
i,j=1 . Let this choice be jk+1 , then likewise, player
1 would in the next round choose ik+1 to maximize the average outcome
ik+1 = argmax
i∈P S1

k
1X
ai,j` .
k

(25)

`=1

These alternating choices are made in lines 13. . . 15 and 17. . . 19 in the MATLAB algorithm. Lines 16 and 20 simply count so-far played moves in a vector, which, after
normalization, will be the sought approximation to the Nash-equilibrium (p∗ , q ∗ ).
In light of the fact that our games pay the players in terms of entire probability
distributions rather than numeric values, line 15 and line 19 deserve a closer look: Indeed,
the division by it num in lines 14 and 18 is nothing else than the factor 1/k appearing
in (24) and (25), so that both expressions
k
1X
Fi` ,j ,
k

and

`=1

k
1X
Fi,j`
k

(26)

`=1

yield valid distribution functions again, when we use our payoff distribution matrix
A = (Fij ) instead of real values. As was noticed before in equation (23) already, the
P
corresponding hyperreal representation of a weighted sum k1 k`=1 Fi` ,j is identical to the
correspondingly weighted sum of hyperreal representations of each term. In other words,
working with distributions in (24) and (25) amounts to leaving the algorithm exactly
unchanged, except for letting it operate on hyperreal numbers instead of real numbers
to represent the payoffs. By the transfer principle [15], convergence of the algorithm
identically holds in the space of hyperreals as it does in the real numbers (since the
respective statements are all in first-order logic). It follows that the resulting algorithm
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pointwise adds distribution or density functions in lines 15 and 19, and it divides by
it num as it would divide a standard real number (only, it is a distribution function
in our case). This is permitted, since the pointwise scaling of a distribution function
by a real value amounts to scaling the respective hyperreal number (moment sequence)
element-wise by the same factor.
Convergence of the algorithm then implies that the approximations x and y will
eventually approximate an equilibrium in the -sense, i.e., (14) will be satisfied in the
long run. Since the outcome of the algorithm over the reals is an approximation to a
Nash-equilibrium (x∗ , y ∗ ) w.r.t. the payoff being xT Ay, the outcome of our algorithm is
a hyperreal pair (x∗ , y ∗ ) that forms an equilibrium for the payoff function xT Ay, which,
however, equals the sought overall damage distribution (3) with independent choices by
both players (i.e., Cp,q (i, j) = pi · qj ).
It is important to notice the difference of this outcome to that of standard game-theory,
where a “repeated game” means something essentially different than here:
• In standard game-theory, the players would choose their payoffs to maximize their
long-run average over infinitely many repetitions of the game.
• In our setting, as implied by (3), the Nash-equilibrium optimizes the game’s overall
payoff distribution for a single round. That is, this consideration is a single-shot,
as opposed to conventional games, where we benefit only in the long-run from
playing the equilibrium.
The whole trick is equation (3) resembling a long-run average payoff for a conventional
game, when the strategy choices are made independently. Since our distributions boil
down to mere hyperreal numbers in the space F ⊂ R∞ /U, convergence there is inherited
from the convergence of regular FP over the reals. More importantly, observe that the
FP algorithm merely adds and scales distributions (by a real valued factor), which is
doable without any explicit ultrafilter U. Thus, regular FP can be applied without change
to our setting, except for the min- and max-functions being computed w.r.t. -relation
(and the criteria as specified above).
Let us now turn to the full specification of fictitious play in our modified setting. We
give the algorithm in pseudocode:
Convergence of algorithm 1 is inherited from the known convergence results in the
standard setting of fictitious play, as shown in listing 1. Precisely, we have the following
result, originally proven by J.Robinson [16]. Our version here is an adapted compilation
of proposition 2.2 and proposition 2.3 in [4, chapter 2]:
Theorem II.4.1 Under fictitious play in ∗ R, the empirical distributions converge (along
a sequence of hyperreal integers → infinity), if the game is zero-sum.
Remark II.4.2 The zero-sum assumption in theorem II.4.1 needs some elaboration
here: let A be the original payoff structure with all distribution-valued entries. Let A be
its hyperreal representation (by replacing each distribution by its representative moment
sequence). Then, a zero-sum game – as considered in theorem II.4.1 – would assign the
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Algorithm 1 Fictitious Play
Require: an (n × m)-matrix A of payoff distributions A = (Fij )
Ensure: an approximation (x, y) of an equilibrium pair (p∗ , q ∗ ) and a two distributions vlow , vup so that vlow  F (p∗ , q ∗ )  vup . Here, F (p∗ , q ∗ )(r) = Pr{R ≤ r} =
P
∗ ∗
i,j Fij (r) · pi qj .
1: initialize x ← 0 ∈ Rn , and y ← 0 ∈ Rm
2: vlow ← the -minimum over all column-maxima
3: row ←the row index giving vlow
4: vup ← the -maximum over all row-minima
5: col ← the column index giving vup
6: u ← (F1,col , . . . , Fn,col )
7: ycol ← ycol + 1
. y = (y1 , . . . , ym )
8: v ← 0
. initialize v with m functions that are zero everywhere
9: for k = 1, 2, . . . do
10:
u∗ ← the -minimum of u
11:
row ← the index of u∗ in u
12:
vup ← the -maximum of {u∗ /k, vup } . pointwise scaling of the distribution u∗
13:
v ← v + (Frow,1 , . . . , Frow,m )
. pointwise addition of functions
14:
xrow ← xrow + 1
. x = (x1 , . . . , xn )
15:
v∗ ← the -maximum of v
16:
col ← the index of v∗ in v
17:
vlow ← the -minimum of {v∗ /k, vlow } . pointwise scaling of the distribution v∗
18:
u ← u + (F1,col , . . . , Fn,col )
. pointwise addition of functions
19:
ycol ← ycol + 1
. y = (y1 , . . . , ym )
20:
exit the loop upon convergence
. concrete condition given below
21: end for
22: Normalize x, y to unit total sum
.Pturn x, y into probability distributions.
23: return p∗ ← x, q ∗ ← y, and F (p∗ , q ∗ ) ←
. ≈ (p∗ )T Aq ∗
i,j Fij (r) · xi yj
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payoffs (A, −A), in which player 2’s structure no longer corresponds to a valid matrix of
probability distributions. However, FP merely means the players choosing their moves as
a best response to the so-far recorded history of strategies. For player 2, -maximizing
his payoff on −A is the same as  −minimizing the payoff on A by the properties of
the ordering on the hyperreals. Thus, his choices are indeed based on a valid probability
distribution matrix.
We stress that theorem II.4.1 talks about the convergence of empirical distributions,
rather than the convergence of the game’s value only (which is the somewhat weaker
statement found in [16]). The importance of this insight for us lies in the convergence
criterion that it delivers:
Convergence criterion for algorithm 1, line 20: let xk denote the empirical
absolute frequencies of strategy choices, as recorded by algorithm 1 in line
14. Fix any ε > 0 and some vector-norm k·k on Rn , and terminate the
algorithm as soon as k1 kxk+1 − xk k < ε.
Alternative convergence criteria, say on the difference |vup − vlow | are also found in the
literature, but are not applicable to our setting here: to see why, recall that both, vup and
vlow are probability distributions, and convergence |vup − vlow | → 0 holds in a hyperreal
sense (by an application of the transfer principle, or more generally, Loś’s theorem [1]).
Precisely, the statement would be the following: for every hyperreal ε ≥ 0 there is a
(k)
(k)
(k) (k)
number K such that vup − vlow < ε for all hyperreal k ≥ K, where vup , vlow denote
the values in the k-th iteration of the algorithm.
An inspection of Jane Robinson’s original convergence proof [16] shows that despite all
statements (consistent with Loś’s theorem) transfer to the hyperreal setting, convergence
sets in beyond an integer limit that depends on the largest entry in the matrix. More
specifically, given ε > 0 and letting t ∈ N be an iteration counter, Robinson’s proof (cf.
lemma 4 in [16]) establishes at some point that max v(t) − min u(t) < ε conditional on
t ≥ 8 · a · t∗ /ε,

(27)

based on an induction argument that delivers t∗ through the induction hypothesis. The
crucial point here is the number a, which is the absolute value of the maximal element
in the payoff-matrix. Now, even if t were (at some point in the induction) a finite
integer, (27) asserts a hyperreal lower bound for t. By our construction, a represents
a probability distribution with a diverging moment-sequence (that is a) and thus an
infinite hyperreal number. Consequently, the number of iterations until convergence is
a hyperreal and infinite integer. In other words, convergence of algorithm (1), when
implemented in plain form over the hyperreals, cannot converge for a standard integer
for-loop (in line 9).

II.4.2. Assuring Convergence
The problem can be made visible even on a less abstract level, by considering an intermediate step in the algorithm that has established mixtures u and v as multimodal
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distributions. Consider the intermediate values computed by algorithm 1, using the
following concrete example for illustration.
Example II.4.3 (Convergence failure of plain FP implementations) We construct
a 2 × 2-game with payoffs being Epanechnikov density functions centered around the values


2 5
A=
3 1

3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

The payoff structure in our game is thus a 2 × 2-matrix of functions,
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3

4

5

1

2

3
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1.0
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0.0

1.0

2.0
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3.0

F11

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

F22

F21

2.0
0.0

0.0

1.0



1.0

2.0

3.0

It is easy to compute the Nash-equilibrium for the exact matrix A as v(A) = 2.6,
returned by the mixed equilibrium strategies p∗ = (0.4, 0.6) and q ∗ = (0.8, 0.2) for both
players. Since our setting shall merely capture our uncertainty about the payoffs, we
would thus naturally expect a somewhat similar result when working on the payoff distributions. Unfortunately, however, algorithm 1 will not produce this expected answer, if
it is implemented without care.
After a few iterations, the algorithm gets stuck in always choosing the first row for
player 1, since vup is always -preferable over u∗ /k, which is immediately obvious from
plotting the two distributions:

1

2

3

vup

4

5

1

2

3

u∗ /k

4

5

Observe that choosing the upper row in the payoff structure adds probability mass
to lower damages, but leaves the tail of the distribution unchanged. Thus, although the
overall damage accumulates, this effect is not noticeable by the ≺-relation. Consequently,
the algorithm will counterintuitively come to the conclusion that p = (0, 1) is a pure
equilibrium, which is definitely not meaningful!
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Let us now make the intuition developed in example II.4.3 more rigorous to find the
solution for the problem.
Recall that the bounds are updated (lines 12 and 17) when u∗ /k or v∗ /k are preferable
over the current bounds. Now, given choices of actions whose payoff distribution has
vanishing support at the right end of the relevant interval (choices u∗ and v∗ ), the
pointwise scale and accumulation of distributions will make 1/k · u∗ always larger than
vup , simply because vup assigns no mass to regions where u∗ has a strictly positive density.
This strict positivity is clearly retained upon any scaling by 1/k, no matter how large k
is. Thus, the algorithm gets stuck with the same action being chosen once and forever,
since adding -smaller payoff distributions to the long-run average u∗ /k will never make
this payoff less than vup , and thus never cause an update to this value. The analogous
effect prevents updates to vlow , and the algorithm will end up with pure equilibria and
never converge practically.
A closer look at the example, however, also reveals the way out of the dilemma: the
algorithm hangs because the cumulative sum adds up probability densities pointwise and
the comparison is done at the tails of the distribution only. Thus, any change outside
the tail region is not noticed when the -relation is evaluated, thus never triggering
any updates to vup and vlow . Obviously, the effect disappears if all distributions in
the payoff structure have full support over the interval of interest, so that any change
to the cumulative payoff is noticeable everywhere, especially at the tail region of the
distribution.
This is easily accomplished by replacing the Epanechnikov-kernels by Gaussian kernels
in the estimator (22), and truncating fˆ at a fixed (chosen) point; as recommended already
in section II.3.4.
To establish the correctness of this fix, we must assure convergence of fictitious play
under these new payoff structures. To this end, we will resort to the original version of
fictitious play being done over R. In fact, we will construct a real-valued approximation of the hyperreal representation of the payoff structure, so that we can work with
standard FP again. The transition from the hyperreal representation back to a realvalued representation is approximative in the sense that we will represent a hyperreal
value/distribution F by a real value y(F ) in an -order-preserving fashion.
Let fˆ be a Gaussian kernel density estimator for a payoff distribution F (more precisely, its density function), which is supported on Ω = [0, a]. Since all payoff densities
are strictly positive at a, we first observe that for any two densities f1 , f2 , we have
fˆ1 (a) < fˆ2 (a) implies fˆ1  fˆ2 .
Otherwise, if f1 (a) = f2 (a) (the >-case is analogous as before), then the first order
derivative may tip the scale in the sense that under equality of the densities at x = a,
fˆ10 (a) > fˆ20 (a) implies fˆ1  fˆ2 .
Upon equality of values and slopes, the second order derivative delivers the decision,
since in that case,
fˆ100 (a) < fˆ200 (a) implies fˆ1  fˆ2 ,
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(a) f (a) < g(a) ⇒ f  g

Figure 7: Comparing tails using function values and derivatives
and so on. All these three concrete cases are most easily visualized graphically (see
Figure 7), and our next step is making this so far intuitive criterion rigorous. For that
matter, recall that the lexicographical order on two (infinite) sequences a = (an )n∈N and
b = (bn )n∈N . This ordering is denoted as <lex and calls a <lex b if a1 < b1 . If a1 = b1 ,
then a <lex b if a2 < b2 , and so on. As an example for strings, the lexicographical order
is simply the alphabetical order. The lexicographical less-or-equal ≤lex order is defined
in the obvious way.
Lemma II.4.4 Let f, g ∈ C ∞ ([0, a]) for a real value a > 0 be probability density functions. If
((−1)k · f (k) (a))k∈N <lex ((−1)k · g (k) (a))k∈N ,
then f  g.
Thus, it suffices to lexicographically compare the sequence of derivatives with alternating
sign-change to decide which distribution is the preferred one.
Proof (of lemma II.4.4). The argument is based on our intuition above, and will
look for which distribution is smaller in a right neighborhood of a. To simplify matters,
however, let us “mirror” the functions around the vertical line at x = a and look for which
of f (x), g(x) grows faster when x becomes larger than a, using an induction argument
on k. Clearly, whichever function grows slower for x ≥ a in the mirrored view is the
-preferable one. Furthermore, we may assume a = 0 without loss of generality (as this
is only a shift along the horizontal line). For k = 0, we have f (0) < g(0) clearly implying
that f  g, since the continuity implies that the relation holds in an entire neighborhood
[0, ε) for some ε > 0. Thus, the induction start is accomplished.
For the induction step, assume that for all i < k, we have f (i) (0) = g (i) (0), but
f (k) (0) < g (k) (0) and that there is some ε > 0 so that f (k) (x) < g (k) (x) is satisfied for
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all 0 ≤ x < ε. Take any such x and observe that
Z x

h
i
0>
f (k) (t) − g (k) (t) dt = f (k−1) (x) − f (k−1) (0) − g (k−1) (x) − g (k−1) (0)
=f

0
(k−1)

(x) − g (k−1) (x),

since f (k−1) (0) = g (k−1) (0) by the induction hypothesis. Thus, f (k−1) (x) < g (k−1) (x),
and we can repeat the argument until k = 0 to conclude that f (x) < g(x) for all
x ∈ [0, ε).
For returning to the original problem, we must only revert our so-far mirrored view
by considering f (−x), g(−x) in the above argument. The derivatives accordingly change
dk
k (k) (x), and the proof is complete.
into dx

k f (−x) = (−1) f
Lemma II.4.4 has a useful corollary, which establishes the sought order-preserving
property of the new sequences.
Corollary II.4.5 For f ∈ C ∞ ([0, a]) being a probability distribution supported on [0, a],
define y(f ) := ((−1)k f (k) (a))n∈N . Then, for any two such distributions f, g, we have
f  g ⇐⇒ y(f ) ≤lex y(g).
Proof. Let us consider the case when y(f ) 6= y(g) first. If so, then f  g must necessarily
make y(f ) ≤lex y(g); for otherwise, if y(f ) >lex y(g), then lemma II.4.4 would imply
g ≺ f , a contradiction.
Conversely, if y(f ) <lex y(g), then lemma II.4.4 implies f  g directly.
When y(f ) = y(g), then all derivatives are identical. This also means that f, g have
identical Taylor-series expansions, and are therefore identical functions. Thus, f ≡ g
consequently.

The benefit of replacing an infinite sequence (a hyperreal number) by another infinite
sequence of derivatives lies in possibility to approximate the density at its tail in a way
that gets more and more accurate, the more terms we include in the sequence. That is,
we can easily resort to a Taylor-polynomial that approximates the tail-behavior of the
density functions up to any precision we like. Moreover, the Gaussian density has the
particular appeal of having all its distributions computable in closed form expressions
by Hermite-polynomials. The n-th such polynomial can be constructed recursively as
Hn+1 (x) := 2xHn (x) − 2nHn−1 (x),

with H0 (x) = 1, H1 (x) = 2x.

These are related to the n-th order derivative of the Gaussian density via the identity


n
2
2
x
n x2 d
−n
− x2
2
(−1) e
= 2 Hn √
e
.
dxn
2
In R, the Hermite-polynomials can be computed by the orthopolynom package [11].
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Figure 8: Approximating a N (1, 1)-density at x = 4 by a Taylor polynomial of order 20

II.4.3. Numerical Aspects
Now, to ultimately fix the convergence issue of FP over the hyperreals, we apply corollary II.4.5 on a truncated series of moments, or equivalently, to a Taylor-polnomial
approximation of the densities under investigation.
However, two more aspects deserve attention:
• any floating point representation of the derivatives is inevitably subject of a rounding errors, say the machine precision εM > 0.
• the number of necessary terms in the Taylor-series expansion at x = a,
fˆ(x) = fˆ(a) +

∞ ˆ(k)
X
f (a)
k=1

k!

(x − a)k

(28)

may grow too large to be practically feasible (see figure 8 for an example approximation that includes derivatives up to order 20). However, given that we only need
a good tail-approximation, the quality of the approximation far from the end of the
support may be practically negligible. In other words, the result of the comparison
remains somewhat insensitive against approximation errors far from the tail.
The roundoff error can directly be computed from (28), since the approximate version
fˆε differs from fˆ by at most
max fˆ(x) − fˆε (x) ≤ εM +

x∈[0,a]

∞
X
εM
k=1

k!

ak = εM · ea ,

and can thus be kept under control by keeping the roundoff error small, according to
the (known) value a (where all distributions are jointly truncated).
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Given that all derivatives can (numerically) be represented with `-bit floating point
words in a suitable excess representation8 , we can cast the (now finite) sequence y(f ) :=
((−1)k f (k) (a))n∈N from corollary II.4.5 into a real number by concatenating the bit
representations of the numbers into a new value
y(f ) := f (a)k − f 0 (a)kf 00 (a)k − f 000 (a)k . . . k(−1)d f (d) (a),

(29)

where d is the number of derivatives used, k denotes the bitstring concatenation, and
all entries are rounded floating point values (in excess representation). The representation of a density function f by a real number of the form (29) has its numerical order
(say between y(f ), y(g)) being identical to the lexicographical order on the respective
sequences/strings (as the highest order bits determine the order, and upon equality, the
lower order bits come into play, etc.). Thus – in theory – we can safely use y(f ) as an
approximate and order-preserving replacement for the density function f .
More importantly, the representation (29) is somewhat “retained” for mixed distributions like (26), as algorithm 1 maintains: assume that in (29), all entries (−1)i f (i) (a)
range within 0 ≤ f (i) (a) ≤ M for some constant M . This constant must exist, as it
is merely the maximum among all suprema that the derivatives up to order d attain on
the (compact) interval [0, a] (recall that our Gaussian kernel density estimator is continuously differentiable). Since the convex combination (26) of distributions by linearity
of the differentiation amounts to a convex combination of the respective derivatives, the
results must all stay within the same numeric range [−M, +M ], thus adding up and
averaging the payoffs does not create a carry from the part (−1)i f (i) (a) into the left
neighboring part (−1)i−1 f (i−1) (a) within the bitpattern of expression (29). Thus, the
representation remains valid also for the mixes (26) maintained over the execution of
FP.
Matters of implementation can be greatly simplified, however: Since the numeric order
of the number y(f ) given by (29) is the same as the lexicographic order on the truncated
sequence y(f ) = ((−1)i f (i) (a))di=0 , we can more conveniently work in practice with the
vector representation y(f ), although the formal convergence argument for the fictitious
play algorithm is established in the standard setting over the reals, a we can use y(f ) in
theory.
Having assured convergence of fictitious play by switching back to numeric approximate representations y(f ) of distribution functions f , it remains to establish the correctness of the approximate equilibrium returned by the so-modified algorithm. This easily
follows from what we have obtained so far:
“⇒”: Let p∗ = (p∗1 , . . . , p∗n ) be a Nash-equilibrium (in mixed strategies) in the nperson game with distribution-valued payoff distribution functions Fi (pi , p−i ). To ease
notation, let us write fi (pi , p−i ) to mean the respective density function. Since p∗ is an
equilibrium, we have ∀i∀p : Fi (p∗i , p∗−i )  Fi (p, p−i ). Since both sides are themselves dis8

There will be no need to implement such a representation in reality, as we require it only for our
theoretical arguments; however, an excess representation makes the numerical order identical to the
lexicographic order, provided that the sign bits are chosen suitably (i.e., a 0 indicating a negative
number, and 1 marking a positive number.
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tribution functions, corollary II.4.5, tells that their approximate representatives satisfy
y(fi (p∗i , p∗−i )) ≤ y(fi (p, p−i )).
“⇐”: Conversely, if y(fi (p∗i , p∗−i )) ≤ y(fi (p, p−i )), then we may distinguish two cases:
1. An identity y(fi (p∗i , p∗−i )) = y(fi (p, p−i )) implies that the respective Taylor-polynomial (approximations) are also identical, and thus the density fi (p∗i , p∗−i ) is
identical to the density fi (p, p−i ). Hence, Fi (p∗i , p∗−i )  Fi (p, p−i ) in particular.
2. Strict inequality y(fi (p∗i , p∗−i )) < y(fi (p, p−i )), however, implies Fi (p∗i , p∗−i ) 
Fi (p, p−i ) by corollary II.4.5, as before.
We may thus conclude that an approximate Nash-equilibrium can be computed by
fictitious play through a double approximation:
1. We approximate the unknown (real) payoff distribution by a Gaussian kernel density estimator and truncate all the payoff estimators at the same value a.
2. We compute a Taylor-polynomial approximation of order d at x = a to enable the
decision of the ≺-relation on the approximation by use the the vector of derivatives
(−1)i · f (i) (a) for i = 0, 1, . . . , d.
Remark II.4.6 We stress that the above arguments are not a theorem so far, as the
quality of approximation of the resulting Nash equilibrium compared to the theoretically
exact result remains undetermined. Indeed, both, the kernel density estimate and the
Taylor polynomial get more and more accurate the more points we sample (for the kernel
density) or the more derivatives we take into account (for the Taylor approximation). A
precise error estimate, however, is involved and beyond the scope of this current article
(subject of future investigations). Hence, we refrain from calling the last findings a
“theorem” or similar here. Still, it must be emphasized that this double approximation
can be made arbitrarily accurate.
Discrete Distributions To handle discrete distributions, we can “abuse” the kernel
density estimators in a straightforward fashion, as the effect of incorporating more and
more samples at few fixed positions leads to a set of Dirac-masses accumulating at exactly
the points of the support. Somewhat
P roughly speaking, this causes no immediate harm,
since the likelihood Pr(X ≤ k) = ki=0 Pr(X = i) can quite well be approximated by
integrating Gaussian densities from 0 to k, provided that the bell curve has its mass
centred slightly left of the integer point (say, half-spaced between the integers), so that
almost all the probability mass concentrates between two integers (this is somewhat
similar to an empirical histogram, with the exception that it creates Dirac-masses instead
of bars in the diagram).
The applicability of the previous procedure is thus retained.
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II.4.4. Implementation Hints for Algorithm 1 – Overview
As we noticed above, the implementation of algorithm 1 cannot be done plainly and
using the decision method sketched in section II.3. Instead, the following adaptations
require a careful implementation:
1. Use Gaussian kernel density estimators to approximate the actual payoff distribution functions.
2. Fix a common cutoff point a and truncate all distributions in the entire payoff
matrix at the value a.
3. Fix an order d and compute Taylor-polynomial approximations for all payoff distributions at the point x = a. To represent an (approximate) distribution in
the payoff matrix, use the vector of derivatives with alternating signs (as defined
above).
4. Implement algorithm 1 as it stands, using corollary II.4.5 to perform the comparisons (on the approximate representatives of the true payoff structure).
The pointwise additions of densities herein can be applied just as they are to the
vectors of derivatives instead (thanks to the linearity of the derivation operators).

II.4.5. The case of d > 1 security goals
Our presentation here is directly adapted from [12]
Given a two-player multi-objective Γ and its auxiliary game Γ as specified in definition
I.4.3, we first need to cast Γ into zero-sum form to make FP converge. To this end,
recall that player 1 in Γ, who is player 0 in Γ, has d goals to optimize, each of which
is represented as another opponent in the auxiliary game Γ. We define the payoffs in
a compound game (“one-against-all”) from the payoffs in Γ, while making the scalar
payoffs vector-valued to achieve the zero-sum property:
• player 0:
u0 : P S1 ×

d
Y

P S2 → Rd ,

i=1
(1)

(2)

(d)

u0 (s0 , . . . , sd ) = (u1 (s0 , s1 ), u1 (s0 , s2 ), . . . , u1 (s0 , sd ))
• i-th opponent for i = 1, 2, . . . , d:
(i)

ui = (0, 0, . . . , 0, −u1 , 0, . . . , 0).

(30)

Obviously, the “vectorization” of the opponents payoffs leaves the set of equilibria unchanged.
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II.4.5.1. Prioritization of Security Goals
To numerically compute (one of) them, [8] prescribes to scalarize the multiobjective
game into a single-objective game. Indeed, this scalarization is primarily for technical
reasons and can be made arbitrary (under suitable constraints). However, it this degree
of freedom in the choice on the scalarization lets us prioritize the security goals of player
0: ToPeach of his d goals, we assign a weight α01 , . . . , α0d > 0 subject to the condition
that di=1 α0i = 1.
With these weights, the payoffs in the scalarized compound game are:
• for player 0: f0 = α01 u1 + α02 u2 + · · · + α0d ud ,
• for the i-th opponent, where i = 1, 2, . . . , d
(i)

fi = α01 · 0 + α02 · 0 + · · · + α0,i−1 · 0 + α0i · (−u1 ) + α0,i+1 · 0 + α0d · 0
(i)

= −α0i · u1

(31)

Concluding the transformation, we obtain a scalar compound game
Γsc = ({0, 1, . . . , d} , {P S1 , P S2 , . . . , P S2 }, {f0 , . . . , fd })
{z
}
|

(32)

d times

(1)

(d)

from the original two-person multiobjective Γ with payoffs u1 , . . . , u1 that can directly
be be plugged into expressions (30) and (31).
Towards a numerical computation of equilibria in Γsc , we need yet another transformation due to [18]: for the moment, let us consider a general compound game Γc as a
collection of d two-person games Γ(1) , . . . , Γ(d) , each of which is played independently
between player 0 and one of its d opponents. With Γc , we associate a two-person game
Γcr that we call the reduced game. The strategy sets and payoffs of player 0 in Γcr are
the same as in Γc . Player 2’s payoff in the reduced game is given as the sum of payoffs
of all opponents of player 0 in the compound game.
Lemma II.4.7 ([18]) A fictitious play process approaches equilibrium in a compound
game Γc , if and only if it approaches equilibrium in its reduced game Γcr .
So, it suffices to consider the reduced game Γscr belonging to Γsc . It is a trivial matter
to verify the following fact (by substitution).
Lemma II.4.8 The reduced game Γscr of the scalarized compound game Γsc defined by
(32) is zero-sum.
So by the convergence of FP in any zero-sum game (theorem II.4.1), we obtain the final
correctness result on FP when being applied to our (d + 1)-person game Γsc that will
deliver the sought MGSS:
Theorem II.4.9 The scalarized compound game Γsc defined by (32) has the fictitious
play property.
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II.4.5.2. The Full Procedure
Theorem II.4.9 induces the following procedure to compute multi-criteria security strategies according to definition I.4.1:
(1)
(d)
Given a two-player multi-goal Γ with d payoffs u1 , . . . , u1 for player 1 (and possibly
unknown payoffs for player 2), we obtain an MGSS along the following steps:
P
1. Assign strictly positive weights α01 , . . . , α0d , satisfying di=1 α0i = 1, to each goal,
and set up the scalarized auxiliary compound game Γsc by virtue of expressions
(30), (31) and (32).
2. Run fictitious play (algorithm 1) in Γsc , stopping when the desirable precision of
the equilibrium approximation is reached.
3. The result vector x is directly the sought multi-criteria security strategy, whose
assurances are given by the respective expected payoffs of the opponents (equation
(3) in connection with the output y of the algorithm).
A few remarks about this algorithm appear in order:
• The reduced scalarized game Γscr is a purely theoretical vehicle to establish convergence of FP in the scalarized (formerly multiobjective) multiplayer game Γscr .
Thus, FP is to be executed on Γscr by copying and adapting lines 15 until 19 (incl.)
in algorithm 1 for each hypothetical adversary.
• Convergence of the game is guaranteed only on the Taylor-polynomial approximations for the densities y(fij ), but not on the true densities fij as such (for these,
the arguments about convergence failure discussed around equation (27) and illustrated in example II.4.3 remain in place).
• The obtained bounds vup and vlow also refer to Taylor-polynomial approximations
for the respective bounds on the actual value v of the game over the distributionvalued payoffs. Thus, the actual assurance limits (distributions Vi given by equation (18) in definition I.4.1) must be computed from the resulting mixed strategies
(as specified in algorithm 1, line 23, i.e., the formula should be implemented for
all d goals).
• FP on the multiplayer game does not deliver a concrete equilibrium strategy for
the (single) physical adversary, but returns worst-case behavior strategy options
for every of his d goals. Thus, the result may pessimistically underestimate what
happens in reality (as the true adversary is forced to choose a single out of the
multiple options, thus necessarily deviating from some of the d equilibrium strategies).

II.5. Summary and Outlook
Implementing the theoretical concepts put forth in part I requires care to avoid a variety
of subtle difficulties. While using Epanechnikov-kernel based density estimates greatly
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eases matters of plain payoff distribution comparisons, such models are not useful at
all for computing multi-goal security strategies. For these, it is practically advisable to
use Gaussian-kernels, being truncated at a common point. At first, this avoids paradoxical results (as outlined in section II.3.4, but furthermore enables the application of
conventional fictitious play. With example II.4.3 demonstrating the failure of FP on
∗ R when implemented plainly, the algorithm can nevertheless be successfully applied
to proper approximations of the game matrices. In particular, a double-approximation
is applied here, where the first stage approximates the unknown true distribution by a
kernel density estimate, and the second stage is a Taylor-polynomial approximation at
the tails of the distribution. Despite this approximation performing possibly badly in
areas of low damage (cf. figure 8), it provides a good account for the tail-dependent
comparison that -applies. In other words, even though the Taylor-approximation is
not accurate everywhere on the relevant interval of possible losses, it nevertheless produces correct -preferences as these depend on the tails of the distribution, where the
Taylor-approximation is indeed quite accurate. The practical benefit lies in the ability
of running conventional fictitious play on the so-approximated distribution models, after
casting the game-matrix of distributions into a regular game matrix over the reals.
With the algorithmic aspects being covered in this report, companion (follow up) work
will discuss the modeling and treatment of advanced persistent threats, and how to apply
our algorithms to distributions with fat, heavy or long tails (all of which can be fed back
into our algorithms after truncation, to mention one quick-and-easy solution).
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Error propagation through a network with non-uniform
failure

Abstract
A central concern of network operators is to estimate the probability of an
incident that affects a significant part and thus may yield to a breakdown. We
answer this question by modeling how a failure of either a node or an edge will
affect the rest of the network using percolation theory. Our model is general in the
sense that it only needs two inputs: the topology of the network and the chances of
failure of its components. These chances may vary to represent different types of
edges having different tendencies to fail. We illustrate the approach by an example,
for which we can even obtain closed form expressions for the likelihood of an
outbreak remaining bounded or spreading unlimitedly.

1

Introduction

Information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructures as well as utility networks (such as water supply, etc.) are commonly modeled as graphs, representing
networks of interconnected components. Failure of one or more sensitive components
may cause an essential damage, while a breakdown of other components may hardly
affect the network performance or functionality. To estimate the risk of a breakdown
of the entire network, it appears informative to investigate the impact of an arbitrary
but known failure scenario that involves the breakdown of a component (network node)
or an interconnection (network edge). The impact to the overall infrastructure is determined by the way in which the problem is “transmitted” from where it occurred to other
parts of the network. The particular form of such error propagation may be determined
by malfunctions that cause further malfunctions as well as information (e.g., notifications) that spread in the network. The process can therefore be viewed similarly to the
spread of an epidemic [1]. This perspective is particularly adopted in economics [2, 3],
however and somewhat surprisingly, it has not yet seen much application in risk management. In this work, we take first steps to close this gap.
To understand how certain events trigger other events in a network, percolation
theory has evolved into an indispensable tool. Especially models of disease spreading
[1, 4] in terms of percolation have become popular over the last decades. Most of these
models are built for a specific class of networks such as scale-free networks [5], [6] or
lattices [7] (one treatment of a general networks can be found in [8]). Moreover, it is a
common assumption that all contacts are equally likely to transmit the disease. While

this might be a reasonable simplification to treat disease problems, such assumptions
(and hence the resulting models) are too restrictive to properly model the situation in
ICT and utility networks. There, components have a much better understood heterogenity, which strongly affects how an error in one component can (or cannot) affect
other touching components1 .
Hence we here propose a model for error propagation that accounts for more diversity, in the sense that we can classify and distinguish network components in terms
of (common) properties that are relevant for error propagation. As a very simple example, we may divide the components in a utility network into those of “high significance”, meaning that a failure may have devastating consequences, and those of “low
significance”, which could mean that a failure can be instantly covered by a redundant
fall-back subsystem taking over the functionality of the broken component. Practical
classifications may of course be much more complex and sophisticated.
Applying percolation theory to such a setting has been attempted in the past: In [9],
nodes may fail with different probabilities but the arguments are merely heuristic.
In [10], the standard assumption has been softened by allowing both directed and undirected contacts, yielding a so called semi-directed network. In our work we use similar
argumentation based on generating functions but our model differentiates from theirs
in the following fundamental aspects: We deal with a fully directed network as an
undirected edge can be interpreted as a pair of directed edges pointing in opposite
directions. Moreover, we consider different classes of edges having different probabilities to transmit an error. These classes can be seen as a characterization of different
types of links, i.e. links made of different materials or links that enjoy different levels
of protection.
Under these assumptions, we compute the probability that an error affects a significant number of components, which will be termed an epidemic, as well as how many
nodes are indeed affected in this case. In this context an epidemic means an unlimited
outbreak, or equivalently, an unbounded propagation of errors.

1.1

Preliminaries and Notation

Throughout the paper, we denote vectors by bold printing, and functions by calligraphic
letters. Sets, matrices and random variables appear as uppercase letters.
The topology of a network can be described by its degree distribution P (k), giving
the probability of a node having exactly k neighbors. A directed network is analogously
characterized by the joint probabilities P (j, k) that a node has exactly j ingoing and k
outgoing edges. Furthermore, we will need to consider the excess degree distribution,
usually denoted by Q(k), which describes the following situation: if we arrive at a
random node via an edge, what is the distribution of the remaining degree, i.e. how
many edges remain when we exclude the one we traveled along? Due to the biased
situation (nodes with higher degree are more likely to be reached) this distribution is
1 While such heterogenity is obviously also present in social structures (“networks of humans”), the characteristics of different individuals are highly diverse and difficult to elicit, which justifies the simplifications
made in the past literature.

not just a reduced version of the original degree but is going to be calculated in the next
section.
Our main focus will be on “occupied“ edges, denoting those edges that are affected
by the failure under consideration. Together with the nodes incident to them, they build
up the so called “occupied“ network, as opposed to the “original network” in which no
incident has yet occurred. In what follows, we add the superscript “o” (for “original”)
to quantities corresponding to the network state before a failure. Variables describing
the network after failure (the occupied state) have no such superscript.
Working with probability distributions directly is possible, yet it turns out that a
different representation greatly simplifies matters here: each discrete probability distribution P (k) of a random variable with realizations k ∈ N can conveniently be represented by a so called generating function, defined for the distribution P as,
G(x) :=

∞
X

P (k)xk .

k=0

These functions are easier to handle then the distributions themselves and are therefore
applied in many different fields [11], including the analysis of networks (see e.g. [12]
for an overview). Generating functions exhibit many nice properties, one of which
comes most handy for our analysis here:
Lemma 1.1. If the function G generates the degree distribution of a node, then the
power G m generates the distribution of the total degree of m independent nodes.
In the following, we will denote the generating function of a (ordinary) degree
distribution by G and the corresponding excess degree distribution by H.

2

Modeling non-uniform failures

Let a physical network be modeled as a graph G(V, E), where V is a finite set of nodes
and E is the set of edges between them. Since we consider error propagations being
determined by the different nature of interaction between nodes, we partition the full
edge set E into n classes of edges. Hereafter, we say that an edge is “of type i”, to
distinguish it from other edges with different properties. The index i thus ranges over
n classes of edges, rather than the physical edges themselves. Edges of the same type
are indistinguishable, while edges of different types have distinctive properties related
to the error propagation.
Notice that this partitioning of edges does not need to be extended to nodes as well.
To see this, simply consider a problem that reaches node v ∈ V over an edge e ∈ E.
If v reacts robustly in the sense of blocking the error from further spreading, then this
is equal to assume that e already blocked the error. Likewise, if v fails and the error
propagates further, then this effect becomes visible by the other edges transporting the
problem to their end points, and so on. If only a node fails but the error is not further
propagated, then we can model this effect by thinking of the node with an internal edge

that can bound the error within the node and prevents its further propagation to outgoing
nodes from this edge (this is a standard modeling trick that is, for example, also applied
to compute maximal flows in graphs with vertex rather than edge capacities).
When investigating communication networks under random failures, it has been a
common assumption that edges fail (in the sense of forwarding an error from node i
to its neighbor) independently of each other and with uniform probability p [13, 14].
Using the formalism introduced in section 1.1, the network of occupied edges is then
described by the degree distribution
 o
 o
X
o
o
j
k
P (j, k) =
P o (j o , k o ) ·
pj (1 − p)j −j ·
pk (1 − p)k −k ,
j
k
o o
j ,k

where P o denotes the original degree distribution before any failure, and j o , k o denote
the number of incoming and outgoing edges in that network, respectively. In reality,
edges are usually not equally likely to fail. We account for this by our partitioning of E
into edges of different types i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Each type i has a specific probability pi
to fail, or be “occupied“ as we denote it here (see section 1.1 again), and its breakdown
is assumed to be independent of that of any other edge. In this case we have to replace
the single binomial distribution by a product of binomial distributions and the degree
distribution of the occupied network
P (j, k) := P (j1 , . . . , jn ; k1 , . . . , kn )
with vectors j = (j1 , . . . , jn ) and k = (k1 , . . . , kn ) computes as

P (j, k) =

XX
jo ≥j ko ≥k

P o (jo , ko )

n  o
n  o
Y
Y
o
o
ji ji
ki ki
pi (1 − pi )ji −ji ·
pi (1 − pi )ki −ki
ji
ki
i=1
i=1

(1)
where jo ≥ j is a shorthand for the component-wise inequalities jio ≥ ji for all i.
Similarly as before, ji and ki denote the number of incoming and outgoing edges of
type i and pi is the probability that an edge of type i conveys an error. We assume this
probability to be only dependent on the type, hence incoming and outgoing edges of
the same type have equal probability to fail.
Starting from a different point of view, a similar model has been proposed by [10]
for semi-directed networks. Still, our models are different in at least two ways: by
considering an undirected edge as a pair of one incoming and one outgoing edge, we
restrict our attention to fully directed networks. Further, we do not limit ourselves to
two types of edges but allow for any finite number n of classes.
Knowing the degree distribution after random failure of edges, statements about
expected size of an outbreak or the probability of an epidemic can be made with help
of generating functions as introduced in section 1.1. Let the generating function for the
original distribution P o be G o , which is
G o (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) =

X
jo ,ko ≥0

P o (jo , ko )

n
Y
i=1

j o ko

xi i yi i

As average in- and out-degrees have to match for all types of edges, we get the constraints
∂ o
∂ o
G (1, . . . , 1; 1, . . . , 1) =
G (1, . . . , 1; 1, . . . , 1) =: zio
∂xi
∂yi
for all i. Furthermore we will use generating functions Hio for the excess degree distributions. These are especially handy when dealing with occupied edges (see section
1.1), since they relate to the possible paths (edges) along which an error can further
propagate after it has reached a node along an edge of type i. To find the generating
function of these excess degree distribution we note that it is more likely to arrive at a
random node with higher degree ji of incoming edges. Once an edge has transmitted
an error the corresponding degree reduces by one, thus we get (by direct calculation) a
relation to the generating function of the original network by
Hio (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn )
o
o
o
P
ji−1
jio −1 ji+1
jo
ko
ko
o j1
o o o
xi+1 . . . xnn · y1 1 . . . ynn
jo ,ko ≥0 ji P (j , k )x1 . . . xi−1 xi
P
=
o
o o o
jo ,ko ≥0 ji P (j , k )


∂ o
=
G (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) /zio .
∂xi
On the other hand, the generating function for the degree distribution of occupied
edges is defined by
G(x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) =

X
j,k≥0

P (j, k)

n
Y

xji i yiki

i=1

where P (j, k) is given in (1). This function can be expressed in terms of the generating

function of the original distribution by straightforward calculation
G(x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn )
"
n  o
XXX
Y
o
ji ji
P o (jo , ko )
=
pi (1 − pi )ji −ji
ji
i=1
j,k≥0 jo ≥j ko ≥k
#
n  o
n
Y
Y
ki ki
ji k i
kio −ki
×
p (1 − pi )
xi yi
ki i
i=1
i=1

 o
ji  o 
n
X
Y
X
o
ji ji

P o (jo , ko )
=
pi (1 − pi )ji −ji 
j
i
i=1
ji =1
jo ,ko ≥0
 o


ki  o 
X
o
ki ki
×
p (1 − pi )ki −ki  xji i yiki 
ki i
ki =1
 o

ji  o 
n
X
Y
X
o
ji

=
P o (jo , ko )
(xi pi )ji (1 − pi )ji −ji 
j
i
i=1 ji =1
jo ,ko ≥0
 o

ki  o 
X
o
ki
×
(yi pi )ki (1 − pi )ki −ki 
ki
ki =1

=

X
jo ,ko ≥0

P o (jo , ko )

n
Y

jo

kio

[xi pi + (1 − pi )] i [yi pi + (1 − pi )]

i=1



= G o (1 − p1 + x1 p1 ), . . . , (1 − pn + xn pn );
(1 − p1 + y1 p1 ), . . . , (1 − pn + yn pn )



with use of the binomial theorem. Similarly, one finds a relation between the generating
functions for excess degrees for all i:
Hi (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) =


Hio (1 − p1 + x1 p1 ), . . . , (1 − pn + xn pn ); (1 − p1 + y1 p1 ), . . . , (1 − pn + yn pn ) ,
as the average degrees of occupied edges of type i are zi = zio pi .

3

Predictions for small scale outbreaks

Based on these generating functions, we can now predict the influence of an error
spreading over the network. Especially, we are interested in the average number of
nodes affected by an error starting to spread from a given node as well as the probability
that it affects an extensive number of nodes (i.e. it causes an epidemic).
Let Hi denote the generating functions for the size w of an outbreak (measured in
the number of nodes affected) arising from failure of an edge of type i. A relation to the

degree distributions of occupied edges can be found based on the following decomposition. Assume we arrive at a node with occupied degree (j1 , . . . , jn ; k1 , . . . , kn ), then
each of the ki edges of type i may convey the error and the corresponding probability
is by lemma 1.1 described by the function (Hi (w))ki . Thus we get
h
i
P
P
Qn
ki
j
P
(j,
0)
+
P
(j,
k)
(H
(w))
+
.
.
.
i
i
j≥0
k:k1 +...+kn =1
i=1
P
Hi (w) = w
j
P
(j,
k)
j,k≥0 i
P P
Qn
ki
j≥0
k≥0 ji P (j, k)
i=1 [Hi (w)]
=w
zi
= w · Hi (1, . . . , 1; H1 (w), . . . , Hn (w)),
for all edge types i. Correspondingly, one computes the generating function G for the
distribution of outbreak sizes originating from an infected node as
G(w) = w · G(1, . . . , 1; H1 (w), . . . , Hn (w)).
With the help of these equations, we can now set out to compute the average size of an
outbreak resulting from any possible failure.
If an edge of type i failed we have to solve the linear equation system
Hi0 (w)

=1+
w=1

n
X
∂
Hi (1, . . . , 1; H1 (w), . . . , Hn (w)) · Hj0 (w)
∂y
j
j=1

(2)
w=1

to find the expected number Si of affected nodes
E[Si ] = Hi0 (1).
Similarly, the expected size of an outbreak starting from a random node is given by
E[S] = G0 (w)

= 1+
w=1

n
X
∂
G(1, . . . , 1; H1 (w), . . . , Hn (w)) · Hj0 (w)
∂y
j
j=1

(3)
w=1

for the case of finite outbreaks (the fraction of nodes affected by an epidemic are determined later).
In both cases, we need to solve a linear system and hence adapt the usual notation
Ax = b to describe it. The system (2) is than determined by b = (1, . . . , 1)T and the
coefficient matrix with
aij = −

∂
∂ o
Hi (1, . . . , 1; 1, . . . , 1) = −
H (1, . . . , 1; 1, . . . , 1) · pj
∂yj
∂yj i

for i 6= j and
aii = 1 −

∂
∂ o
Hi (1, . . . , 1; 1, . . . , 1) = 1 −
H (1, . . . , 1; 1, . . . , 1) · pi
∂yi
∂yi i

on the diagonal. This system can be solved numerically and the solution can then be
plugged into equation (3).

Example 3.1. If we adapt the well known Erdős-Rényi model [15] for all edges with
probabilities qi for existence of en edge of type i, we get the generating function for the
joint degree distribution before failure
n
XY
(nqi )ji −nqi (nqi )ki −nqi ji ki
xi yi
G (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) =
e
e
ji !
ki !
i=1
o

=

j,k≥0
n
Y

enqi (xi +yi −2) = en

Pn

i=1

qi (xi +yi −2)

i=1

which agrees with the generating function Hi for the excess degree distribution since
zi = nqi . As before, we denote by pi the probability that an edge of type i fails. Then,
the matrix of the system to be solved has entries
(
−npj qj
if i 6= j
aij =
1 − npj qj if i = j
for pj , qj ∈ [0, 1]. The determinant of this matrix A can be computed for example
via induction on n and turns out to be 1 − np1 q1 − . . . − npn qn . Note, however,
that neither the pi ’s nor the qi ’s do have to sum to one as they do not describe a
probability distribution but rather denote different parameters. At the same time, pi qi
can be thought of as the probability for existence of an edge of type i transporting an
error in the network, thus belonging to the ‘infected’ part of the network after failure.
(Analogously, (1 − pi )qi is the probability that there exists an edge of type i network.)
The resulting equation system is easy to solve for this specific matrix: a direct
computation shows that (1, . . . .1)T is an eigenvector with eigenvalue det(A), hence
x = 1/ det(A) · (1, . . . , 1)T is the sought solution for (H10 (1), . . . , Hn0 (1))T . Thus, the
expected size of an outbreak after failure of an edge of type i is
E[Si ] =

1
1
=
det(A)
1 − np1 q1 − . . . − npn qn

Substituting our solution into (3) yields the same expected size of an outbreak resulting
from failure of a node:
E[S] =

1
= E[Si ]
1 − np1 q1 − . . . − npn qn

for all i. So the critical threshold corresponds to the situation where the terms pi qi sum
to 1/n (i.e. the denominator is not zero).
1
The solution of these systems always contains a factor det(A)
from inversion of A
and hence the expected size of an outbreak will become extensive if this determinant
vanishes. From the identity

∂
∂ o
Hi (x1 , . . . , xn : y1 , . . . , yn ) =
H (x1 , . . . , xn : y1 , . . . , yn ) · pj
∂yj
∂yj i

for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we get a condition on the probabilities pi that represents the
beginning of a possible epidemic. On the other hand we can say that an epidemic is
avoided, if the determinant is strictly positive.
Example 3.2. Under the assumptions of example 3.1, one finds that if the criterion
1 − np1 q1 − . . . − npn qn > 0

(4)

is fulfilled, then no epidemic will occur.

4

Predictions for large scale outbreaks

Let us assume that an epidemic is possible, e.g. by a violation of the condition from
example 3.2. Generally, we are interested in answering two questions: First, what is
the probability Pep of an epidemic, i.e. that the fraction f of nodes affected scales with
the network size? Second, what fraction of nodes is affected if an epidemic occurs?
While formula (3) is not longer working due to the increased likelihood of loops, these
two quantities can be identified with quantities known from percolation theory [10]. In
order to make this relation explicit we need some notation: let GSCC denote the “giant
strongly connected component”. This is a subset of network components, consisting of
all nodes that can be reached by any other node of that component. The sets GIN and
GOUT comprise all nodes that lead into GSCC or can be reached from nodes in GSCC.
Both are themselves not part of GSCC, respectively (more about these components can
for example be found in [16]). With these definitions, one finds that Pep equals the
relative size of GSCC and GIN (in relation to the total number of nodes in the network)
as from those node a giant fraction of nodes can be reached. Similarly, f equals the
relative size of GSCC and GOUT together.
A convenient way to compute these quantities is to consider what we call the dual
network consisting of the same nodes as the original one but with all edges pointing
in opposite direction. Extending our notation accordingly, we add a superscript “d” to
all objects that relate to the dual network. The probability generating function for the
degree distribution of this dual network is then given by
G d (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) = G(y1 , . . . , yn ; x1 , . . . , xn )
and as before we compute the generating function Gd for the number w of nodes affected by failure of a random node in the dual network as
Gd (w) = w ·G d (1, . . . , 1; H1d (w), . . . , Hnd (w)) = w ·G(H1d (w), . . . , Hnd (w); 1, . . . , 1)
where again Hid generate the probability distributions of the number of nodes ultimately affected by failure of an edge of type i.
Then, Gd (1) gives the probability that only finitely many nodes can be reached
in the dual network from a specific node which can be viewed as the probability that
this node is only reached by finitely many nodes in the original network. Hence the
probability that it is reached from a giant fraction of nodes is
f = 1 − G(H1d (1), . . . , Hnd (1); 1, . . . , 1),

which corresponds to the fraction of nodes affected in case of an epidemic caused by
failure of a node. However, we stress an important difference to our calculations in
section 3: if an epidemic is possible, then the functions Hid are not normalized in the
sense that H d (1) now may be strictly smaller than 1, as this only gives the probability
for an outbreak of finite size. Therefore, we first have to solve the (nonlinear) equation
system
∂
G(H1d (1), . . . , Hnd (1); 1, . . . , 1)/zi
(5)
Hid (1) =
∂yi
for Hid (1) for all i. This system most likely does not admit an analytical solution, but
numerical approximations can do sufficiently well. As before, these equations can be
rephrased in terms of the generating functions corresponding to the original network
before failure (as this is the distribution we can measure directly when analyzing the
risk of a network).
The probability of an epidemic can be calculated analogously to or directly from the
results for the case of finite outbreaks. The only difference to our previous derivations
is that we now have to distinguish according to the number of incoming edges instead
of outgoing edges (and hence again use Hi to denote the number of nodes affected
rather than Hid that corresponds to the number of nodes from which a node can be
reached). It thus follows that
Pep = 1 − G(1, . . . , 1; H1 (1), . . . , Hn (1)),
where this time Hi (1) are determined by
Hi (1) =

∂
G(1, . . . , 1; H1 (1), . . . , Hn (1))/zi
∂xi

for all i. Again, this system may be solved numerically.
In order to get an impression on how to compute such quantities, let us reconsider
example 3.1.
Example 4.1. Assume again an Erdős-Rényi model for all kind of edges so that an
edge of type i exists with probability qi in the original network before any failure. In
example 3.1 we found
G o (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) = Hio (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) = en

Pn

i=1

qi (xi +yi −2)

which yields
G(x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) = Hi (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) = en

Pn

i=1

qi ·pi (xi +yi −2)

,

and which can again be viewed as an Erdős-Rényi model with reduced probability qi pi
for existence of an occupied edge of type i. Hence, in order to find the fraction f of
affected nodes we need to solve the system


n
 X

Hid (1) = exp n
qj pj (Hjd (1) − 1)


j=1
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Figure 1. Probability of an epidemic depending on the excess s of condition (4)

for Hid (1) for all i, which is exactly the same system as for the probability Pep for an
epidemic to occur due to failure of a node. As the right hand side does not depend on
i, we find that all Hid are equal an we will thus drop the index and simply use H for all
Hid (1) in the following calculation.
Thus, our task is solving the equation


n
 X

H = exp n
qj pj (H − 1)



(6)

j=1

for H. This identity always admits the trivial solution H = 1, which corresponds to
the case where we have a finite outbreak with probability one and correspondingly the
probability
an epidemic is zero. If the condition in example 3.2 is not fulfilled, i.e.
Pof
n
if s := n i=1 qi pi > 1, there also exists a unique solution H(s) in the open interval
(0, 1). This solution is given by
H(s) = −

W (−se−s )
s

where W (z) denotes the principal branch of the Lambert W-function [17].
Hence, we obtain
Pep = f = 1 − exp {s(H − 1)} = 1 − H = 1 +

W (−se−s )
.
s

It must be remarked that the equality of f and Pep is not generally valid in arbitrary
directed networks. Figure 1 shows the increase in probability of epidemics (and correspondingly in fraction of affected nodes) in dependence of the sum s.

An epidemic can as well be caused by failure of an edge of type i and the correi
sponding probability Pep
can be deduced similarly as before. To this end, we note that
this probability can be seen as the faction of all nodes with at least one incoming edge
of type i that is contained in either GSCC or GIN. The probability that such a node
infects a finite number of other nodes is given by
Hi (1, . . . , 1; H1 (1), . . . , Hn (1)),
from which we get
i
Pep
= 1 − Hi (1, . . . , 1; H1 (1), . . . , Hn (1))

for the sought likelihood of an epidemic. Again, this does generally not agree with the
fraction f of nodes infected that can be calculated as
f i = 1 − Hi (H1 (1), . . . , Hn (1); 1, . . . , 1)
for all i.

5

Conclusion

Percolation appears as a quite powerful technique to describe error propagation through
a network with an arbitrary topology. We replaced the standard assumption of uniform
failure by different probabilities of failure in order to allow for different types of edges.
For this scenario we found linear equation systems that yield the expected size of an
outbreak as well as the probability of an epidemic. If the network is described by the
Erdős-Rényi model, we give explicit solutions to these equation systems.
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Deliverable D1.2 Report on Definition and Categorisation of Hybrid Risk Metrics

B. HYBRID RISK METRIC FOR OPTIMAL PATCH MANAGEMENT
While ISO norm 27002 prescribes a regular patch management, it does not explicitly formulate how this
should be done. The choice on how regularly to update the systems within an infrastructure and when to
patch which system is left up to the security officer. Best practice solutions are mentioned but these
methods often are far away from optimality. The methodology and algorithms developed in this deliverable
yield an approach with the ability to solve this problem in an optimal way. In the following, we will explain
in a detailed example how the method works in practice.

B.1

Context Description

Consider the following setting: an infrastructure consisting of several components that need to be patched
on a regular basis to improve security. However, each patching causes some cost, either in monetary terms
or indirectly as time where a component is not in use. Moreover, patches may not always be available, nor
may the current update not close the currently exploited vulnerability (e.g., a zero-day exploit). Hence, we
have two competing goals with uncertain outcomes:
• First goal:
minimize risk of malware infection by patching more frequently
• Second goal: minimize costs caused by patching less frequently

B.2

Identification of Optimal Patching Routines

In order to find an optimal solution for a patch management considering both of the above mentioned
goals at a time, we need to perform the following steps (which resemble the steps in section 1.2 only
adapted to the specifically new context):
Step 1: Define the strategies of the defender
In general, these strategies involve all actions a defender can take to achieve either of the above goals.
For the patch management case this would be a list of actions the security officer of the infrastructure can
take. These could involve:
• An expensive component (EC) such as a server can be patched either every 3 months or once every
month
• A cheaper component (CC) such as a PC of an employee can be patched either once a month or
once a week
Besides patching, reinstalling is a more costly yet more reliable option, as it removes all existing malware
within a single blow. Hence, this strategy could also be considered.
Thus we get the following strategies for the defender (player 1)
• First strategy (d1):
patch ECs every 3 months and CC once a month
• Second strategy (d2): patch ECs every 3 months and CC once a week
patch ECs every month and CC once a month
• Third strategy (d3):
• Fourth strategy (d4): patch ECs every month and CC once a week
Step 2: Define the potential strategies of an attacker.
For this example, we will consider an attacker who will attack every vulnerable component with no specific
preference on a single system. Thus, all components C1, C2, … , Cn that could be infected with malware are
listed and attacking one of them equals one strategy for the attacker (player 2). Over all, we have the
following attack strategies
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•
•
•
•

First strategy (a1):
Second strategy (a2):
….
nth strategy (an):

attack component C1
attack component C2
attack component Cn

The generic term “attack” in the above description needs to be redefined in practical settings based on a
vulnerability analysis of the specific components. Exploits and vulnerabilities may be quite different among
components, and they may also change after updates, since version numbers of soft-, firm- and hardware
have changed accordingly.
Note: whatever strategy the security officer of the infrastructure chooses, the consequences of her/his
actions are not exactly known as they depends on random events such as the actual workload at the day of
patching, and the availability and effectiveness of the patch. Thus the costs and effects of an action are
random and therefore best described by a probability distribution (assigning a likelihood to each possible
cost, etc.), much similar as we have shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Note that this randomness does not
come from the uncertainty about the adversaries behavior as it is intrinsic to any situation we can think of,
i.e., to every combination of actions attacker and defender may choose.
Step 3: Define the consequences
For each combination of actions („scenario“) describe the consequences for each goal. In particular, answer
the following question: if the defender chooses action i and the attacker chooses action j, what will be the
effect for each goal?
Specifically, if the attacker attempts to mount an attack using some exploit on component Cj and the
security officer chose to patch as frequently as possible (strategy d4) what would be the resulting level of
security (goal 1) and the corresponding costs (goal 2)?
These consequences can (and in reality often will) be described on an ordinal scale such as „low“,
„medium“ or „high“ impact. The impact can be estimated by expert opinions or based on previous incidents
or in some cases can be simulated based on an error propagation model (as described in the last chapter).
More generally, the impact is described by a probability distribution and a core feature of our approach is
to handle such general descriptions of consequences (see section I.2.2).
Step 4: Identification of optimal solutions
Find the optimal solution by employing the game theoretic procedure as described in section II.4 of this
report (a software support using an R package will be available in WP 2). Such a solution will provide the
following information:
Step 4a: Which strategy is optimal for the defender?
This optimal strategy is also known as operational level agreement (OLA) as it can be proven that there
exists no strategy that is simultaneously better. It is a probability distribution over all strategies, indicating
how often each strategy should be applied on average.
In the case of patch management this optimal solution could be:
• update ECs every 3 months and CCs every month in 20% of the cases (use d1)
• update ECs every 3 months and CCs every week in 30% of the cases (use d2)
• update ECs every month and CCs every month in 40% of the cases (use d3)
• update ECs every month and CCs every week in 10% of the cases (use d4)
This could be put to practice by sending regular messages to the administrator on how to patch the
components: every week he would get a list of all components that need to be patched such that the
frequencies agree with the occurrences of the corresponding strategies in the optimal solution. For the
example above this means:
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•

For three consecutive months he will either get only one message to patch an EC (when d1 or d2 is
played, in 50% of the cases) or he will get 3 such messages (when d3 or d4 is played, in the
remaining 50% of the cases).
• For each month he will either get only one message to patch a CC (when d1 or d3 is played, together
in 60% of the cases) or he will get 4 messages in one month to patch a CC (when d2 or d4 is played,
in the remaining 40% of the cases).
In this way, the security officer obtains a “To-Do-List” which adheres to the optimal Nash-equilibrium
strategy, and thus he knows when to patch which component. Moreover, since the game is designed such
that it accounts for random outcomes, especially when the patch is unavailable or cases where a defense
action cannot be carried out, no extra treatment or action is required to cover these special cases. In other
words, the possible absence of a patch is already accounted for, so if the patch is not available, the
administrator may nevertheless mark the action as “being done”. Note that this, however, is not the
permission to do no patching at all. If the admin deviates from the recommended frequency of patching,
then the outcome of the action will be different and provably worse than indicated by the game-theoretic
analysis.
If for any reason it is not possible to follow these advices, this will not cause a problem as long as the
overall frequency is met. In particular, if a more frequent patching is not possible at the moment, it can be
done less frequently but in turn should be applied more frequently later on to keep the ratio of the applied
methods constant.
Step 4b: Which strategy is optimal for the attacker?
To omit any speculations on the attacker’s incentives and goals, we will assume that an attacker wants to
cause as much damage as possible. Hence, we will have to identify which attack would cause the most
damage. From the perspective of the defender, this describes the worst case under his optimal strategy: if
the attacker deviates from his optimal strategy, the damage will be smaller, provided the defender follows
his optimal strategy.
Step 5: Compute Risk Metric
If the optimal strategy from Step 4 is applied, the corresponding cost distribution can be computed. It is a
mixture of the cost distributions involved in the optimal strategy with the frequency of application as
weights. Thus the corresponding risk metric is a probability density, indicating which losses are most likely.
This is the most important deviation to the usual understanding of metrics as being numbers, scores or
levels. In HyRiM, the “metric” is a probability density that models a loss, rather than a single (or set of)
quantities to describe a loss or risk. This is a strong generalization over conventional such settings, since
numeric (crisp) measures can be compiled from the probability density (such as the common rule defining
risk as the product of damage and likelihood corresponds to taking the first moment of the loss
distribution), but not vice versa. In that sense, HyRiM’s approach is much more powerful and expressive
than competing methods of quantitative risk assessment.
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Figure 4 Loss distribution for the equilibrium

In cases when a more compact description of the risk is desired (as in standard risk management)
characteristic values of the distribution such as expected value, variance or quantiles can be computed.
Note: the optimal strategy is not unique, i.e., it is possible that other strategies yield the same loss
distribution. However there exists no strategy that is simultaneously better in all matters of interest. That
is, if a strategy does better according to one goal there is at least one other goal where it yields a worse
output in the sense that high damage in this aspect would be more likely. For example, patching less often
towards lowering outage costs will cause worse security. Likewise, reinstalling machines more often
towards gaining better security is tied to higher costs. Any such correlation between goals is automatically
accounted for by the game-theoretic modeling.
Further, note that while we have been dealing with costs as consequences in this example more general
and even fuzzy forms of loss can be used analogously (e.g., public trust and reputation, loss of customers,
etc.). This is possible since defining the consequences of a game in terms of a probability distribution lets us
use different kinds of consequences (fuzzy and crisp) under a common mathematical model of a
distribution function (since the distribution function, whether defined over categories or numbers is in any
case a function into the unit interval with certain properties; thus we have one mathematical object
describing conceptually different forms of consequences, such as loss of reputation that could be measured
in an ordinal scale as “low/medium/high”, vs. monetary loss whose magnitude is numeric).
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